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The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territory

NUMBER FORTY-FIVE

FULTON, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, DECEMBER, 14, 1945.

VOLUME FOURTEEN

llearray State Plans
To Aid Vets Arrange
Their College Programs

e tr,

DEATHS

Youth Dead And
SERVICE NOTES
New Baseball Loop
!Fulton Merchants
Girl Near Death;
Organized Wednesday I
Welcome Holiday
Charles M. Arnn, s-lc, is back in
in
Poison Is Fatal
the
months
14
States
after
the
Night At Cairo
Shoppers In "News"

VESTER L. FREEMAN
Vester L. Freeman„ 59, railway
Phillipines. He will receive his
mail clerk, died at the Fulton
Reprmentatives from
Fulton, Christmas shoppers have been dscharge from the Navy at Memphis. William Holland, 22, Died Tuesday
Murray, Ky.-War veterans of hospital here Saturday night, afAt Walkers Tourist Camp;
Cpl. Robert E. Long, 806 EddFialbon county interested in con- ter an illness of several weeks due Mayfield, Union City, Cairo, Cape busier than a colony of bees in reMartha Stoker's Condilisesimg their educational program to pneumonia. Funeral services airardeau and Sikeston, Mo., met!cent weeks, making tours of the ings-st, Fulton has received his distion Critical
a rep- were held Monday afternoon at the it the Cairo H'otel Wednesday and local business place in search of charge.
at! hivited to confer with
1
rementalK,e of Murray State 'Col- First Methodist church, conducted organized a new baseball league to imerchanclise to be used as gifts
Pfc. James E. Byrd, Fulton, Route
lege who will be in Hickman at the by Rev. Loyal O. Hartman, of 'oe known as the Mid-South League. this year.
Unsolved circumstances surround
1, has reeevied his dscharge.
W. L. Holland of Fulton was nam- Despite a shortage of many items
county superintendents office De- Paris, Tenn., former pastor here.
L. H. Roberts, of Fulton, Route the mysterious death of William
cember 19 at 10-3 o'clock to assist nterment followed at the 'Mingo ed president, and Allen Cloar of usually thought of as ideal gifts 3, hsa received his discharge.
Holland, 22, of Fulton, and the
fd/ing out the proper forms. This cemetery in charge of Hornbeak Mayfield vice president of the loop. ifor Christmas, shoppers are laying
critical illiiess of Martha Stoker.
409 GreenW.
Pfc.
Burns,
Clovis
Dr.
by
was
made
Representatives from this league t back a variety of gifts to be prezaimornacement
15, who were 'found 'Tuesday near
Funeral Home.
st, Pfc. Alek C. Stunson and Cpl.
will attend the Kitty League meet- Isented eir Christmas Eve.
Ralph H. Woods, president of Murnoon at the Walker Tourist Camp,
of
native
a
1,
Mr.
Fr.eeman,
Fulton,
Route
A.
Wilkins,
Cecil
ing at Madisonville Sunday to meet Fulton merchants, like other busray State, as a part of extensive
six miles north of Fulton on the
had resided most of with Shelby
have recived their discharges.
pins made by the collgec to care Cr...utehfield,
Peace, president, and inessmen , throughout the nation,
Clinton highway.
had many
and
Fulton,
in
life
his
Pvt. Jamcs W. Bone of Clinton,
for the educational needs.of returndiscuss matters pertinent to the two months ago started searching the
The youth was dead when an
to learn
regret
who
friends
here,
ing vets.
groups.
markets for holiday merchandise. has received his discharge.
ambulance arrived at the camp;
cif his death. He had been in the
514
L.
T5
CollegeDaws,
Edgar
Fulton, Union City, and May- They, too, had their troubles, but
'Our i•oprosentatives will meet
and the girl's condition was so
Railway mail service for about 30
field, former members of tirj old were successful in bringing many st, has recived his discharge.
all interested veterans in an
critical that she was rushed to
years. He and Mrs. Freeman, nee
Kitty League,
effort to assist them in filling uot
decided
;everal thousands of dollars worth of mer- Pfc. J. C. Crowell, Hickman, has Jones Clinic for treatment, with
Miss Ethel Dunn lived in St.
weeks ago that they could not par- chandise to Fulton for their friends received his discharge.
the proper foreas, arranging for
little hope for her recovery.
. Louis for a while, but returned to
Cpl. Tom Clark, Hickman, Route
ticipate in that league, with only and customers.
tbeir ce'rtificate of discharge,
Young Holland is the son of
Fulton about 23 years ago.
his
has
discharge.
1,
received
three clubs this side of the Ten- Through the columns of The
planning their college program,
Mrs. Allie Holland of South FulBaldG.
A.
pallbearers:
Active
Ivy1206
Jewell
T.
T5
Robertson,
Dr. Woods said totlar.
nessee river in the loop, which News they have invited you to
ton, and Miss Stoker is the daughEldridge would cut
Gingles,
Guy
down interest and at- come to Fulton to do your holiday st, Hickman, has received his dis- ter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph E.
Murray has already received the ridge'
Grymes, R. C. Pickering, B. B. tendance, it was felt. Then the shop.ping.
charge.
tarsi of 50 homes for veterans to be
Stoker of near Dukedom.
Alexander, Howard Edwards, Wini- traveling distance was such that
Pvt. Edward Vinson, Hickman,
used by i•eturning vets and their
C. J. Bowers, magistrate of the
Nall.
fred Shepherd and Martin
his
discharge.
reeeived
4has
these
not
clubs
return
could
home
families while attending college.
AAA
County
Fite District, conducted an in.ElecMembers
pallbearers:
Honorary
Clinton,
R.
Bailey,
Herschel
Pfc.
I
each night.
-Scene of them will be ready for
ton eSU tS Route 1, has received his discharge. quest Tuesday at noon, with the
the Busy Men's Bible Class, L.
occupancy at the beginning of the of
of D. L.
WilClyde
Cooke,
G.
N.
Certar,
O.
Ffc. Willis E. Walker, 813 Walnut- coroner's jury composed
Witte= Quarter here January 2,
H. M. Pewitt v.•as again re-elect- st, Hickman, has received his dis- Jones, R. W. Bushart, W. D. Henry,
liams R. M. Holey,' Sandolph Jolley & Reed Build
134k^ Dr. Woe& announced.
George T. James, H. L. Jamison,
ed Chairman of the 'County Com- charge.
Cohn, M. L ,McDade, Harvey MadNew Building And
'him year curricula hat're been
mittee and so was O. L. Sutton as T4 Troy T. Gunn, Fulton, has .re- W.. E. Kyle, T. R. Howell, Audrey
dex, B. B. Henderson, Rube Herrin,
Install Seed Plant Regular Member, with W. H. Harri- ceived his discharge.
emerged for veterans in the fields
Austin, M. L. Herring. Their verL. L. Bradford, Dudley Morris,
uf agriettlture, conunerce, fine arts, Virgil
dict of the case was: "We the un.
son going in as Vice Chairman, so
Oak-st,
105
Davis, Pomp Binford, Tom
Pruitt,
F.
T5 William
:an physical educattbn, Murray's
Cursey, Dr. Glynn Bushart, Dr. Jolley & Reed, local Purini J. B. McGehee, Chief Clerk and!iFulton has received his discharge. dersigned, find that William H.
proident pointed out. This stuHolland came to his death by an
dealers,
and
a
of
operators
feed
the
of
Treasurer
local
association,
Bushart,
L.
R.
T5 Paul R. Smith, 112 Oak-st,
dent nit] be issued a certificate of. Ward Bushart, Dr.
unknown poison with probable
mill near the freight dePot
who was ata
also
re-elected
t-° ---4ulton,
hi
ALeon Browder, Ual Killebrew.
has reciveed his discharge.
y.
------toda
ed
t
--positions,
0011Matisa at the end of each
suicidal intent."
South Fulton, have completed a
by his widow,
Pfc. Samuel Hurt, Hckman, has
survived
is
He
All credits gained in the
new building on the lot adjoining
Funeral services for young RolMiss Elizabeth Brasfibld was al- received his discharge.
Ethel Freeman; four sisters,
rompletion of such curricula will Mrs.
their mill, and installed a new so re-elected as secretary.
land were held Thursday afterMrs.
and
Webb
George
Mrs.
event
taint toward a degree in the
seed cleanng plant. This firm has
The following delegates and ooTh
ontey following men in Fulton noon at the Corinth Church near
Blanche Wright of Fulton, Mrs.
the student decides to change his
made splendid progress since open- community committeemen
were
have received their dis- Sharon, Tenn., eonducted by DAV.
Crutchfield, and
of
Klmbro
oegestiree and become a candidate Id*
ing here, and are to be commend- elected by secret ballot on DecemO. A. Gardner. The deceased is
from service:
of Caruthersville,
charge
Lawson
Era
Mrs.
law at degree in the 'respective deed for their foresight and service ber 7, in their respective Commes M. Luther, 116 Cedar- survived by his mother and three
an
Jto
Mo.
ceirbsients.
in their chosen line.
brothers.
E- st Ful
lnunfties; ConununiiY
is
Messrs. Jolley and Reed are well Wright, delegate; J. R. Elliott, alt- Fui
Oseperitive training, that
-4 Lowell R. Barber, Route 4,
Tton.
E. A. VAUGHAN
pert-time in school and part-time
known:la:mere of this vicinity, and erne‘z delegate; J. R. Elloitt, chair•
Letillose
., aa, soy. of ti!Le late are 4?oirsughly- familiar with the
ti14101,_
on the, )ob, will be availahiejavalL -`E• Ae10419/104
8,
Iroser, Chas. E. Wright, vice chaltVaughan, died
W.
J.
Ws.
alid
ite rarmair
RAmite
needs of farmers n the way of feeds man; E. A.' Carver, regular meke• FiP
c...R°bert
ton
enerans, in keeping with an-thedf
Mrs.
diaughter,
his
of
and seed.
n& training and work opportuni- lat the home
alternate;,T T-5 James C. -Cluthrie, 606 Johnfirst
Dawes,
A.
John
ber;
Dukedom,
Clarence French near
Letcher Watkns, well 1U1011111
ties.
J. R. Powell, second alternate.
son-av, Hickman.
Dec. 5. Funeral services were held
of the. Crutchfield comfarmer
Campbell,
Route
G.
II-A.
Douglas,
Dr_ .Woods emphasized that any
Conununity
F.
Clarence
Cpl.
alternate!
at Good Springs Friday afternoon Mateo Chain Has
munity, has again proven hie proninationel experientes that the
delegate; Richard Bellew,chairman;i2, Crutchfield.•
Rev. Roy Fleming and burial '
iby
New Manager Comgressiveness In the spring of 1945,
eneran may have had in the armdelegate; Cheiter Wade,
Pfc. Ernest B. Robey, Fulton.
was in a nearby cemetery in charge
he applied 125 pounds of ammonThompsOri,
E. Holly, vice charirnan;I
ed eervices which might entitle
Samuel
Herschel
ing
To
.
Fulton
Martin.
of
Sons
of W. W. Jones &
ium nitrate per acre on a field behim to receive' criefit will be given
Itkhard Belew, regular member;ImaPnLc.
He leaves his companion; two
consideration. Other opporBillie Campbell, first alternate; R. T-5 James C. Pearson, Route 1, fore breaking it. On October 30,
Herbert Cannon Harold Thomas, v-ho has managhe harvested this plot which yieldMobley, second alternate.
tunities to be offered the vets wit! daughters, Mrs.
B.
Hickman.
Clarence French both of ed the Fulton theatres up to his
68 bu.ihels per acre or an ined
Jones,
A.
Hickman.
III-S.
Conununity
Winston,
be special testing programs and re- and Mrs.
T-5 Less
Fulton; one grandchild; three sis- iiduction in service, and who was delegate; Hugh E. Garrigan, Sr.
view courses.
William H. Holt, Hickman. crease of 32 bushels per acre over
Pfc.
back
here
a
Sowel1,1
short
time,
has
been
ters, Mrs. Dacker Webb of Fulton,'
a check plot without
imaJa,mes E. Greer, Route 4, Hick- a strip left as
ssigned to the Malco chain the- alternate delegate; W. B.
Mrs. Alonzo Ellison of Rives and!
an application of nitrate.
discharge.
Hugh E. Garrigan, vice
his
chairman;
received
has
n
lees
at
Jackson,
Tenn.
This
com'0111/1ERS ANNOUNCED
Mrs. Roy Dalton of Murray. He ,1
Thie would indicate that if corn
y is operating two theatres, the chairman; S. A. Jones regular Russell L. Johnson, S1VI2c, 111
IN THREE CONTESTS
was a member of the Pilot Oek
te.ber; John S. Bacon, first alter- 1Church-st, Fulton, and Robert L. sold for one dollar a loOshel,
maem
in
ulton and Orpheum -in Fulton.
was
He
1941.
since
SPONSORED BY C-,1 Baptist churth
Debow, have received their dis: Watkins would receive U bushels
H. J. Brown, prier to joining the
a good man and had lots of friends
of corn for each $3.80 he invested
from service.
'charge
was
of
manager
Malco
company,
Graves
Fulton, in fertilizer per acre.
Hendrix,
111Timners have ' been selected in in Weakley, Obion and
M.
BUREAU
James
FARM
Pvt.
AMERICAN
44 he Martin theatre for a number
the three _eentsets--The Home and counties.
IFEDERATION CONVENTION Route 3, has received his diseharge
lof years, and he will come to Fulton
Fano Improvement Campaign, the
from the Army.
Escaped Prisoner
Ito take charge of the local theatres
MOSS
B.
JOEL
limo Wallace Fortstry Award, and
T-5 Paul R. Smith, son of Mr.
J. B. McGehee, secretary of the
gone
Thomas
oon.
has
1
Mr.
already
Returned To Fulton
Oak-st
Jol B. Moss, 72, well known farm112
the Soil Conservation Essay ConSmith,
stated
and Mrs. George
to Jackson to take over his duties Fulton County Farm Bureau,
the
Courier er of Fulton county, died Friday at
teali-isponsored by
today that at least eight delegates received his dsicharge, after 23
N. G. Cody, 29, wanted in Fulton
Journal, the Louisville Times and the home of his daughter, Mrs. elere•
will attend the National Farm months overseas.
on a charge of robbery and malradio itition WAS. The Solid mamie Stallins in St. Louis, Mo.,
in Chicago this
Convention
Bureau
,KELLIE LOWE ADDS
icious cutting( was retumed here
Ceemeryation nary Contest was in after a lingering illness, having sufyear on Doee. mber 17, 18 and 19. FLU AND COLDS
NEW SPARKLE TO HIS
enneration with the Keritucky As- fered a stroke of paralysis some- '
SCHOOLS Friday by K. P. Dalton, chief of
He furhter stated that each one of
FULTON
MT
CAFE ON LAKE STREET the communities would be reprepolice, from Pendleton, Ind., where
eseiation of Soil Conservation Dis- time ago. Funeral services were held
he served one-year prison 'term for
tdot Supervisors. The three con- Sunday. aftrnoon at Union Church,
sented by a delegate, but not havhave
colds
conducted by Rev. Bob CoVington,:1 Kellie Lowe proprietor of Lowe's ing all the delegates confirmed to An epidemic of flu and
grand larceny. This was the fourth
nate nital 011,100 le prises.
schools of Fulton, with term in the pentitentiary for Cody.
Mrs ll'avls Slayden Clinton, KY-, pastor of Liberty Church. Intern- i Cafe on Lake-st, has just coin- him at this time it would be im- hit the city
number of
the woman's ment was in charge of Hornbeak pletde redecoration and a new coi- possible to make a complete repprt a steadily increasing
He escaped from the Fulton co.
1•11111,A104 Places ,in
absent. A total of 106 jail at Hickman while awaiting trial
students
•
gnes,.in the Herne and Farm Im- Funeral Home.
adds
which
cafe,
his
or scheme at
issue.
this
in
on
classes
for
failed to show up
He leaves his widow, one son, muet to the attractiveness of this
prwirtrasent Campaign.
for robbery of Milton Crittenden
Muth good is expected to he
Thursday.
of near Union Church; well known business place.
y M
and for euttng a negro. He was
accomplished at the convention
It seems that the epidemic has later arrested in Indiana.
one daphgter, Mrs. Stallin.s; three
attending
is
ifewilmicso
who
McGehee,
Mr.
d:
ool
an
h
and
tokignt
been
as a
otred hin
interria
deoo
not struch.in :Tennessee as 3ret, for
grandchildren, Helen Stains of St Ths
11C1111111KL121$ _OF
as a special delegate representing
e
Mr. Eller, prineipal of South Ful- SOUTH FULTON STUDENT
Sara Moss arid Patsy Hoes of semele
Louis,
achievegoal
inetuber
or scheme that will appeal to the the Million
there
SOT-TF-ULTON CLASSES
near Fulton. Mr. Moss had resided Patrons. Mr. Lowe has always ment in connection with both the ton Scheol, says attendanee
WINS 4-H CLUB HONORS
neighbornormal.
about
is
in the Jordan and Cayce
alert to State and National organizations.
Se=gea:in. class sehedules hoods most of his life and was en- been progressive and
make a complete report
Maurice Coffman, son of Mr. and
this weke by Ed El- gaged in farming for many years. nhanges that will be helpful in promises to
are
attended and something of DR. IDICHARDSON NOW
Mrs. Elwyn Coffman, who reside
, at South Fulton He held membership in the Liberty keeping his cafe abreast of the of who
ler;
AT NEW VETERINARY
what was done.
on East State Line ner Fulton, was
Schiel,, in order to, faciliate better Baptist church for 35 years, and times.
CLINIC IN FULTON on of the four Obion county 4-1(
student's.
country.
Iml,s
elms *HOS for
had many friends in the
club members named winners in
ARE YOU O. K?
„Students who used ot leave home
BOARD OF EDUCATION
Dr. W. J. Richardson, veterinar- the state contests Otis year. Young
m.,
at 9:15 a. in., to arrlite at 7:90 a.
MRS. RUM BELL
MET TUESDAY NIGHT DON'T MISS OUT!
completed the new veterin- Coffman, who is a student at South
Don't forget that if your sub- ian, has
new leave at 8;30 and arrive at
Mrs. Daisy Hamlett Bell, daughclink building in South Ful- Fulton School, received a $25 War
classes
1ary
e.-Their
-steleillkaoun.
News
The
to
expired
has
*heel
Members of the Fulton Board of scription
ter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Henry
opened his office there. Bond as his award.
liwilf-Ct set their
taken off the 'ton, and has
ibegiliciftle4.‘,
Hamlett, died at her home near Educatoin at the high school build- your name will be
some land just outpurchased
'He
neebe
Itelf.Will
iiffsiiii,*1111E,61ffbleg
Thursday morning, Dec. 6, ing, and authorized Mrs. Charles list after Januttry 1, 1946. We have .s
1 ide of the city lirnits on the MarMartin,
ANNOUNCEMENT
Teachm.
11:30p.
subfollowing a long illness. Funeral Binkley to increase the salaries of calling attention to expired
and now has a nice
times now and tin highway,
several
scriptions
ers -190vr ffet out of school at 3:30 services were held at New Home the cafeteria employes.
1 concrete building.
It gives us great pleasure to
keened of 2.:45 p m.
Plans were discussed for the many have come in renewed.
Church by Rev. T. A. Duncan FriRichardson has been a pracDr.
tht return of Robert
,
announce
you
when
issue,
an
Why miss
day morning, and interment at planting of sturdy, sinall-growing
ticing veterinarian in this vicinity
Furlong after four and a half
EL51103 WARREN GETS
trees on the school campus in may subcribe today? How do you 'for some time, and has built up a
Collier cemetery.
years in serviee with the Arley
-,;4-*11161/11014W:I'LANS REShe leaves her companion; four memory of some boy who gave stand?
'nice fo
Air Corps. This young man,
II.
War
Cecil,
World
Memphis;
during
life
his
TURN TO FULTON sons, Loyd Bell of
who was at Salpoui and Iwo
'THANKS
OF
CARD
Redind
Martin;
Chinese Elm, Dogwood,
• Aaron and Ervil Bell, all of
CHURCH
will be glad to see his
Jima,
CAYCE
seven and Willow Oak were suggested
Lt. James H. Warren, USNR, ar- eight grandchildren and
and customers and
PLAYLET
friends
old
GIVE
TO
heartfelt
We wish to extend our
Teachers will be paid in full for
erred in Fulton Friday from Great great grandchildren; one sister,
invites them to visit him at
to our
appreciation
and
thanks
because
1946,
21,
and
Dec.
on
year
Memphis,
the
of
He
folks.
Page
borne
visit
Amy
Mrs.
taken .111., to
playlet, this store.
becomes friends and acquaintances for the "Gime to the Manger," a
will receive his discharge soon, and cone half-sistre, Mrs. Clore Smith a new withholding scale
L. KASNOIPI
Cayce at the Assin
given
be
,will
durdeeds
and
words
kind
flowers.
1
January
on
•
effective
einem to Fulton to resume his of Martin.
on Sunday
Church
God
of
embly
B.
J.
of
death
illness
and
the
ing
callwas
The board's attention
peadice of law.
WANTED TO BUY-6 to roans
ngiht, Dec. 23, at 7:30 p. m., ac1.t. Warren served five months FOR SALE - Registered Duro* ed to increased absences filen Moss.
in Fulton. Write P. O. Max
pashouse
Foster,
A.
R.
Rev.
to
cording
Mrs. J. B. Moss
it
dein die Army, and 12 months in the Boars and Gilts, both bred and re.hool due to flu and colds, but
tor. Everyone is invited at attend 485, Fulton, giving inatioe,
family
and
RayMoss
at
east
to
schools
not
close
miles
decided
6
•eas
Jackson,
A.
W.
Mediterranopen.
Illotyy, in the Atlantic,
scription arid price.
program.
this
Family
imd
Stallins
Archie
Mrs.
time.
2tp.
that
of Fulton. Route 3.
an and ETO.
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continent journey, the temperan^cried in Kentucky, especially SHIPS FOOD BY SLOW
in the areas underlaid by lime- FREIGHT IN NEW CONTAINER ture of the food will still be below
stone. There is opportunity for
zero. The packaging method will
skilled workmen with some capiA new lightwegiht container, also be used in storing frozen foods
tal to develop extensive custom providtd with a very efficient infor temporary periods in superausiness in reservoir construction." sulator, will make it possible to
markets and will eliminate the risk
ship foods cross country on the involved in shipping from wareslowest freight train without any house to retail store in instances
HICKMAN 4-H BOYS
food where volume would not justify
MAKE BIG RECORDS refrigeration whatsoever. The
will be froen to about-140 dt- the use of refrigerator trucks.
in the conRecords of three Hickman coun- grees F., then packed
Whne the conty 4-H- club members, winners in tainer and sealed
the cross- *Subscribe New for TIIE NEWS!
IN THE streetcar 'crowded with
their district of nine counties, show tainer is opened after
holiday shoppr rs Mrs. Weston
durfood
how they helped produce
couldn't see the couple behind het
ing the past summer, says Farm
but their words added to her mountAgent Warren Thompson.
ing devair and fury. Overhead,
tinsel-wreathed placards exhorted to
H. C. Sams, Jr., farm labor
perfurne.
buy fur coats, diamonds,
champion, worked 2,704 hours over
she
but
them
bile shut her eyes to
a 12-month period. For more than
could not shut her ears. •
six months, he had complete
"That was one swell party last
sharge of a herd of 25 dairy cows,
night," sighed the man. "Oh, boy!"
distributing milk to retail customThe girl squealed. Mrs. Weston
cringed. The high laughter was like
ers before school. During vacadog
rubber
the whistle in Puppo, the
tion, he grew 36 acres of corn and
they'd given Harvey Jr. his third
harvested a large amount of small
Christmas. Puppo had become more
grain and red clover seed.
than a toy. He still lived in glory,
W. A. Jewell, Jr., garden chama kind of household god enshrined in
the whatnot in Harvey's room.
pion, produced a garden 200 by 200
ACTS FAST!
"Love to Puppo," Harvey ended
feet, growing 63 varieties of vege,
his letters. Puppo always topped the
S
tables. His mother canned approxiTAYS4111ISNI::
8.•••••-.1
Iftwr0,4,1,4
mately 550 quarts of vgeetables,
bolts
lifssrtterru
and then they stored about 30
bushels of potatoes, peanuts, carrots, turnips, cabbage and beets.
The Loy worked almost 1,000 hours
(luring the season.
Champion in the beef project
was Charles Hancock, who owns
"Great losses are now sustain- three Angus cows with calves and
BETTER WATER SUPPLY
NEEDED ON MANY FARMS ed by Kentucky farmers because of four steers. Charles also helped
the lack of water for livestock. Ac.s his father care for a registered
wonderful Fleischmann's Feist
"One of the most urgent needs cording to data from county agents herd of 60 head.
Ifyou bake at home—you'll cheer
Floischmann's Fast
extra-fset,
...
Rising Dry Yeast. Easy-to-use
on great numbers of Kentucky in 60 counties, 6, 300 farmers in
shelf ... lets
pantry
your
on
weeks
STAINLESS STEEL HOSIERY
Rising stays fresh, potent for
time.
farms is reliable, convenient and ,1943 were forced by lack of water
delicious bread quickly ... at any
SHIMMERING PRAIBABILITY
out
turn
you
safe souryes of water," says Dean to sell livestock not ready for marwithout yeast in the house ...
No more being "caught-short"
Stainless steel hosiery is proThomas P. Cooper of the Univer- et, 9,665 farmers moved or drove
before you could use it.
weakened
yeast
because
no spoiled dough
sity of Kentucky College of Agri- livestock to water, and 13,174 jected as a postwar probability.
start baking any time
can
you
Rising
Fast
producWith Fleischmann's
action when you need
culture and Home Economics, in hauled water an average distance Some steel companies are
for
ready
It's
-time."
...finish baking in "jig
comat your grocer's.
Yeast
his report to the Committee on of four miles. Providing a reliable ing a stainelss steel wire that
Dry
Rising
it. Get Fleischmann's Fast
diameter with the thread
in
pares
Kentucky.
step,
essential
water supply is an
"'Lady, you have the wrong angle."
used in nylon and the finest silk
"About 90 percent of Kentucky for many farmers, toward more
hose.
Christmas tree. There'd be no tree farm families have to go outside profitable livestock production.
.
this year. It was worse than childish their
"Where good wells cannot be
houses for water and about
of Harv to want one. She wouldn't ,
18 percent have to go more than obtained, the best assurance of
have it A package had been sent
of having water for livestock is to
Ls Harvey Jr. overseas-in October,; 50 feet for it. Many are out
Thoushat there'd be no Christmasing atj water altogether after only a few provide farm reservoirs.
ands of sush reservoirs are urgentweeks of drouth.
home.
Wicked, horrible, thought Mrs
Weston, that people are going
through all the old motions of a
Merry Christmas. No one has a right
be merry.
"You looked super iast night,"
maid the man. "You are super,
And Others
honey. You're so beautiful." Mrs.
Enroll in
May
a
Weston turned slightly and caught
glimpse of' a fiat pretty face turresmded by blond curls. "You rate
orchids, honey," the man went on,
"and you're goin' to have them.
Beginning of Winter Quarter
The constant ache in Mrs. Weston's
heart sharpened to a stab. For such
SEE US FOR YOUR HOLIDAY
bolsi her Harvey was risking his
Ede. Another block of their chatter
to
Regular Courses lead
wad Mrs. Weston would say, "The
degree of Bachelor of Arts ard
money squandered on orchids, young
Ease, would buy a good many war
to degree of Bochelor of Scier.:2
stamps," or, "This is no occasion
We carry a good stock of fancy domestic and imported wine,s, whiskies,
Special courses in pre-professional
for whoopee."
rum, cordials, brandies, etc., and invite you to visit us for your holiday
"Jack thinks the Army is going to
subjects, commercial subjects, public
get him this time." It was the girl
needs.
speaking, music and teacher-training
speaking. "And is he scared!"
and
off
got
her
next
The woman
For further information
aluother squeezed in. "Certainly go.:
ang to be a big Christmas," observed
Write Miss Helen Womack
cheerfully. "Were
ele newcomer
DIRECTOR OF STUDENT PROMOTION
yon downtown Satuiday? Worst jam
I ever saw."
MOST COMPLETE LINE LIQUORS AND WINES
Lombuth College
"I was not." Mrs. Weston felt
Fulton, ky.
Jackson, Tennessee
compelled to explain. "I am going
Lake Street
to town now only to select a wreath
MIklADMIAJAk
IMINA7k1HRUII
NailltAkilikA
itlettliblkai
IlalittaAkitaidtatliedkVad
tar my mother's grave."
Behind her the young people were
still shrilling about Jack and the
Army. "Tell him we'll give him a
farewell party. Tell him if he gets
shot he'll have a pretty nurse." The
man was chortling. "Let's get off
next corner, beautiful. You can buy
are a drink."
Liquor, thought Mrs. Weston furiously. That explained their incessant giggling over nothing. She
raised her voice. "I don't sec how
SeoPle can think about Christmas.
How they can drink and laugh and
waste money on silly things. Life is
▪ terrible—" her voice broke. Heavens, people were staring! "My son—
somewhere in the Pacific," she
added hurriedly in a low voice. "I—
I'm thinking of him."
She felt a hand on her shoulder.
"Lady you have the wrong angle."
The man behind her leaned forward.
Her eyes met compassionate blue
noes in a face curiously pale. "It
don't help your boy any for you to
have no Christmas. Be as merry
as you can. Like as not he'll be
luck, fit as a fiddle—like me." Fie
!inched to his feet.
Something caught in Mrs. Weston's
throat. He was limping to the door.
The car jolted to a stop and the girl
thrust a steady little hand under his arm. Drunk, thought Mrs.
Weston, drunk with the joy of being alive. She sprang to her feet,
without apology pushed through the
"Waitl" But they were
xetting off.
She was halted by the crowds on
the sidewalk. Standing on tiptoe
she saw the couple turn in at the
dairy bar. A drink. They'd laugh
and make love over an ice cream
soda_ "Merry Christmas, soldier,"
she whispered. "Be as merry as you

I

Victory Bonds Supply These

BT DlIcl3n

•
FLEISCIIMANNt
ifflom
i marYEASi
fl

r-v).-,1171:0 chrisint.

shelf...
Keeps for weeks on your pantry
notice
You can bake at a moment's

VETERANS

LAMBUTH COLLEC,:s-7
January 2 1946

Wines, Brandies, Rum,Liquors

THE KEG

Shopping For Christmas Gifts is
really making headway at this
family store, as hundreds of people
look through the various departments
to select gifts for every member of
the family. Our sales force is ready
and willing to give you as prompt
and courteous senrice as possible.

ShOp Early and Avoid The Last Minute Rush!

Misty-eyed, she walked to the corner rimmed with Christmas trees_
"A small tree," choked Mrs.
Vleston. She wiped her eyes and
picked one up. testing its weight. "It
mast be strong," she told the vendor firmly "Strong enough to hold
sved rubber dog, and—
„,,
ss.rits."
Aug

KASNOW

448 Lake St.

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS. PAIL i 'UN
It Pays To Advertise in THE NEWS.

WHEN YOU WANT PROMPT
EXPERT REPAIR SERVICE—
We Invite You To Try Our Service
10 DAYS TO 2 WEEKS SERVICE
GUARANTEED.

WARREN'S JewelryStore
Walnut St.. Oa The Hill, Fulton, Ky.

24 -HOUR

TAXI SERVICE
APPOINTMENTS MADE IN ADVANCE

ca" JIFFY CAB
PHONE 23
WE SELL-Popular Magazines
Newspapers
Tobaccos
Cold Drinlcs
Confections

Jiffy Newstand
106 Lake Street Extension

K
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THE HAND THAT ROCKS THE
CRADLE!
By GEORGE PECK
. Nothing truer ever has
been
said than "The hand that rocks the
cradle rules the world."
All
through the ages this has been a
fact and it holds true today. Even
the women-folk who came to
America on the Mayflower, played
no small part in shaping the
kind
of society in which we Americans
live today.

and fertilized by the proponents of the form of our society that
would
communism.
deny tile benevolent American heriThe mothers of America today do tage to their offspring. While the
not differ one iota from their sis- mother rocks the cradle,
she
ters of the Puritan colony. They dreams of what. that child will
want this nation to continue to be some day be and she knows that
a land of opportunity in which their dream! only can come true if we
present
sons and daughters can, by toil, continue on with our
AMF-RICAN WAY OF LIFE
ability ana thrift, make of themselves whatever they desire. They
will resist any proposed change in •Subscribe Now for THE NEVIS!

pEOPLE on .the 'mow - packec
downtown streets were scurrging
home. Wretchedly Private Kane
hunched his shoulders deeper intt
his Army coat. It was Christma!
The Bolsheviks, contrary to popuEve—and his last furlough. Wha'
should he..do with himself? And he lar opinion, did not set up a new
loth! of society in Russia in the
didn't even have a bed.
A sign on a door read "Bundle: year 1917. Over the period of our
for America," and he went in. Al own history we have had over fifty
a desk a woman was warning,"Mise of these communal or
communistRigsby, don't shove the candy intc ic experiments
in the United States.
these stockings too hard. The net
Many of these had a religious as
tears."
"I'm sorry." Miss Rigsby's handi well as an economic basis. All fell
After completely remodeling we are now open,
fluttered. "I—I guess I don't 44 by the wayside sooner or later
much good." Private Kane figura yielding to our present system of
she must be seventy.
Free Enterprise and Private Ownand prepared to serve you.
The young woman urged, "You'e ership.
better go home now. It's dark.
You've helped a lot, really." Sht
The nrst of these community exinformed Private Kane, "Home! periments was made by the
PuriRegistry-244 Market Street—wit tans. When
they debarked from
get a room for you." Then addthe Mayflower, they set up a coined, "Merry Christmas.",„
At the door he stood looking out. munistic society. All of its. memMerry Christmas!
That was r bers Obtained their food, drink,
laugh. Christmas meant home ane clothing and other necessities out
he'd never had one. Not that lit of a common stock of goods.
All willareleMIWKIMINPUINIIIIMPOPPPlenlatieMeettelieWihireeMPRIMMOOMIPISSISISIMP
hadn't appreciated the orphanage, were given work
according to their
But he was to be shipped soon anti
abilities. That was the perfect experhaps—perhaps he might neve!
ample of what they mistakenly
know what a home was like.
His Army buddies wore mittene considered to be Christianity operknitted by rnothers, sweaters by ating in conjunction with an loaunts. They whisked out family nomic system under which all work
pictures, pictures of sweethearts equally to produce for
the use of
And he—he had nothing! His chesI
hurt him, and his cough was harsh all.
How did it work out? The best
"Liniment's gocd for that, sol
dier."
answer to that is to quote GoverIt was the little lady. Her blacl! nor Bradford of that Puritan
colhat sat high- on her head. lit ony. In
his book "History of the
thought, Her ears will be cold.
Plymouth Settlement," he has this
"Rub your chest and put flanne:
over it." Her hands made a darting to say:
gesture to push his collar close about
"The young men who were most
his neck. She was the kind whc able and fit for service
objected to,
mothered everybody. "You—you being forced
to spend their time
could sleep at my house," she sale
timidly. "You—maybe have an en- and strength in working for other
men's wives and children without
gagement first—"
What could he lose? But as he recompense. As for men's wives
who were obliged to do service for
other men, such as cooking, washing dishes, etc., they considered it a
kind of slavery, and many husbands would not brook it. This
feature of it would have been worse
still if the had been of an inferior
class. Let none argue that this is
due to human ailing, rather than
to this communistic plan of life itself. I answer, seeing that all men
have this failing in them, that God
in his wisdom saw another plan of
life fitter for them." The colonists inally voted that
each man should have his own
property, each family being assigned a nurnber of acres according
to the number in the family. What
happened then?
Again I quote
from Governor Bradford's book:
"You could sleep at my house," she
'This was very successful. it
said.
made all hari&g industrious." Furhelped her into a taxi he regretted ther along -he made the point it dishis impulse to accept.
proved the erroneous theory that,
The driver stopped in front of a
toy of a house. Snow peaked the "the taking away of private propfence posts and was 'like crushed, erty and the possession of it in the
diamonds on the walk. She opened Community, would make a state
a door into Abe bien, and Private happy and flourishing, as if they
Kane looked -areaW at'the fancy were wlelfr
'thhn Clod7"
lamp with alai* prima, the elegant
So, the Raffia= learned very
silver canister on the worn red and
which
white checked tablecloth. "Where's quickly that communism
everyone?" he asked.
sounds so beautiful in theory, just
"I live alone." Her blue eyes were does not work out in practice—
apolosait alpld yaw limed
t private ereine=d
ieprivate
ter
ay* al UHF Chat*
iisk
icet
'
mas Eve—"
He lifted a stove lid on the range. bination. The failure of this exA red Aglow hiclered. Es dumped periment and- of all. other communin coal and opened the drafts with istic celonies that have
been
an authoritative flip. "It'll be cozy launched in this country, would
in no time. Better getcha some seem to indicate that communism
coal."
will not take root in Arnerican soil,
"You shouldn't have all this troll.
no matter hoy, carefully and inble," she protested.
"Trouble!" A wry grin twisted his tensively the ground is cultivated
lips. "Say, don't take off your coat.
We're going to aluip."
Private Kane and Miss Rigsby seDawn Over Death
lected carefully. He slopped before
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 18, MI5
a fir. "Let's buy it." Private Kane
BEGINNING AT MIS A. hL, RAIN OR MIDIS
smiled as he set his purchases down
at the door. "You wait here a min.
ute." Of course, be reminded hhn.
2% Miles Wad of McConnell, Tam
*elf, this was only make-believe
KIT JONES FARM
having a home. Just the cnunbs.
He had bought her a fleecy blue
scarf when he asked her to wait.
We will sell the following described property at
Back at the house he set the table.
Public Auction.
The ailverwere was calmed with
cherubs. "Gosh, that's swell hard14 Nice Jersey Heifers
ware."
After supper they trirnmed the
2 Good Milch Cows
tree. "Tinsel's a little tarnished,"
11 Good Shoats, weighing 70 to 100 lbs. each
she said. "Ohl The angel!" She
held it tenderly. "Pa always fas2 Mares, 6 and 12 years old
tened it on the very top."
2 Horses, six and eight years old
His eyes lingered on the lamp, the
1 Mule, 10 years old
tree, the silverware. Gosh, the quiet
of it! Crumbs to remember. "You
Good Blackhawk Com Planter with bean attachment
1
—could have a room of your ovtn—"
Internati
onal 6-Hoe Cultivators
2
she stopped.
Then, "If—if you
wanted to come back here. After
4 Sets of Good liVagon Harness
the war, I mean." She pushed a
1 Rotary Hoe
round fat object into his hand. "It
was Pa's. I want you to have it."
12 Tons of Good Jap Hay
Private Kane sat up. "Me?" he
Oliver 80 Tractor and all equipment
,
1
breathed. "Mel" The watch was
heavy and solid. He turned it over,
Some Household and Kitchen Furniture
observing the grand manner in
which it was carved. "Thanks. Aw,
Coact 044 Mee Other Things Too Numerous to Mention
ON A SMALL ATOLL ea the read
gee—"
"Merry Christmas," she beamed.1 to the Philippises. A comrade Im7s
Ms last respects to a fallen buddy
"Merry Chriatmaa to youl"
M the parched send suds
Once more his eyes swept the wile
while
at home %/dory Raid dollars
room. Home! Why—this wasn't
=the way ter aid to the hero's
crumbs. This was bread!
CHAS. W. BURROW, Auctioneer
•

LOWE'S NEW CAFE
YOUR PATRONAGE APPRECIATED

Announcement:

We now have the new equipment for putting Anti-Freeze
in Tractor & Implement Tires,
100 per cent solution, no air
used.

Williams Hardware Co.

See us for your

POULTRY SUPPLIES
We have some good,all-metal equipment,such as:

Chick Feeders and Water Fountains
Electric or Oil Brooders
Poultry Feeds and Medicines

FULTON HATCHERY
. "Home of Personality Baby Chicks"

Announcement
I wish to announce that I have accepted a
position with Earl & Taylor Implement Co., in
sales and service of J. I. Case Farming Implements. We now have in stock:
MODEL A II-Horse Coadibie with ladepsulaut Meter
1 MANURE SPREADER
2 TWO GANG TRACTOR DISC

mows

I TWO GANG MINCH TRACTOR PLOW
1 'TRACTOR CORN PLANTER tor 9. C. Truster
1 HORSEDRAWN HAY RAKE
I HORSEDRAWN MOWING MACHINE
1 TEN-INCH HAMMERMILL
I KIGHT-INCH HAMMEILMILL
I FORAGE CUTTER
WE ARE STOCKING A COMPLETE LINZ OF IMPLEMENTS AND PARTS. It is oar earnest dedre to reader a
Service that will please yoo.

—Hugh A. Butler

Earl & Taylor Imp. Co.
NOW AT THE CITY MOTOR CO.

WANTED!
SEWING MACHINE OPERATORS
Experienced or Learners
Steady Work
Apply

Henry I. Stoke!
ny

MTN,

KENTON

Public AuctiOn

O. L MOULTRIE, Owner

4

-
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latik ThurscliY
Carolina is. spending a thirty day were in likebvilleand were in Nashville %tat- Thursday,
Mr.
parents,
his
with
e
furIg
and Friday.
e Rose.
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. B. A. Winston visJackson
Jiianly
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Pvt. Ray Rose of a camp in
ited Mrs. Dora Slaughter and Mr.
and Mrs. Tom Williams in Paducah
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Almus Byars vvere
switchboard
re-elected for the
Mrs. Forrest
again this year.
Darnell is secretary.
Mr. and Mrs. Colie Aldridge and •
Martha visited Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Nelson and family of near Wingo
Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Grace Cavender has been
on the sick list.
Mr. and Mrs. Elson McGuire
visited Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Murphy Sunday.
Tommie Rede is reported about
the same.
Mrs. Rosalea Winsett has returned to her horne in Detroit ofter visiting here for the Past two
6414ate
weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Boone Tibbs have
(OW
returned here from Detroit, Mich.,
to make their home.
Lyndal Works was discharged
PROTEIN FEEDS ARE
from the Navy last week after
serving three years.
BACK AGAIN!
Mr. and Mrs. Lynda' Works and
We also have COTTON SEED MEAL
son spent Monday with Mr. and
Mrs. Jitilm Bowden.

DUKEDOM

Tirfotone

HARVEST TIME

LAST

MINUTE

re
..0°"'

4: - 1!-ftty,t4.
117,-,joi*

le6t SW/

OUR STORE IS FEED AND FARM SUPPLY HEADQUARTERS

MILK YOu %%NT.
YOUR GRAIN WITH

CHOW SUPPLE1VENT

N'C'BUI
•

OF COURSE WE HAVE
HAVE INFLATON

CON
niOGS1
BIRD

LOTS OF EGGS
Backed by reeearch--proved in the
laying house ...Purina Layena is
a real ego-maker.A complete,easyto-feed ration.

PURINA LAYENA
COME IN and SEE OUR NEW
SEED BARN
SEE THE

NEW SUPER 29D CLIPPER CLEANER
In Operation

JOLLEY&REED

FEED and SEED ,
oar FREIGHT Depot, South Fulton

All the politicians in Arnerica
seem to agree that there has been
what they called "an upserge in
"prices," and then imitated the parrots who insist that they called
"are afraid" of inflation and mugt
avoid it. You may stuff official
statistics and political baloney into
every channel of information, from
rag-time to high political authority,
and you can't make the general
public believe that "inflation" is
anywhere, except "present." They
know that they are paying twice as
much for their cost of living than
before the war.
• V-.

IN OUR TOY DEPT.
LAST MINUTE BARGAINS

_

Easel Blackboards _ _ _

_

__$2.29
_ $8.79

Table and Chair Sets _ _ _
Desk cut(' Chair Sets _ _

__$11.89

Saves Motber tine and
trouble. Easy to nest

Doll Reds and Cradles _ _ __$3.79 to $7.95.

CREWS FAMILY MOVE
TO FULTON TO LIVE
AND OPERATE STORE

Plush
Scotty
2.98

Mr. and Mrs. Duke B. Crews recently returried to this vicinity from
Detroit Mich. They have purchased
the Old Alexander building on State
Line-st where the3r have opemed an
auto parts store, The Drews are
known in this , community being
native of this territory, M,r. Crews
firmerly operated a girage - at Palrnersville. They hew one child,
Nancy, who is six years old.

Soft, silky
plush with a
big ribbon bow.
kale.

Washable

Parcheesi

tudinsas Lear

rib ter ant 4eater playing
serface.

FIla

aril*
so Nes le keep clean. Tiny
tote love tient

Sitrvics For Four

of Things To Do

77
161141441;,-.
-1

TOY TELEPHONE

7",
1

Tlek Tock ilox
of Books 1.04)
•wbele box full of books
to *Wart, for treeing and
may Snags to de.

30-Plece

1.98
Hae a oda(dial with numbers and betels job like
Sio groun-eluf Alma

Tea Set

1.98

Per their own little tea
party! atight @Marra
the
Complete eves
Rapidan

Moot Mickey and Donald

.•
Sparkling red sad whits
Fiberglas yarn. Big maths
tow

-0•04t4

GLOLITIE
TREE
Oese•aled bulb
lights up the
pretty candles.

5.95

both pradiWe are showing the leading and popular merchandise that is
to
really give
it
easy
make
ts
pprodue
These
Gifts.
cal mut appealing as
ted.
apprecia
be
will
that
ng
nice
somethi

GiftProblems
LetUsHelpYou With YourGri-rs
FOR "11Thr

GIFTS FOR "HEW

Military Sets
Pipes, Tobaccos

Manicure Sets
Marie Barker Sets
Newest Perfumes
'Picture Frames
Novelty Dishes
Yanky Clover Toiletries
Evening In Paris Gift Sets
Stationery
Thermos Bottles, Jugs
Tags, Seals, Ribbons and

Cigars, Cigarettes
Wrisley's Seta
Bill Folds
Mennen's or Fitch's Gift Sets
' Yardley's Shaving Bowls
Zippo Cigaret Lighters
Toasted Nuts
Men's Shaving Sets
Holiday

Decorations

and Package Dressings

DeMyerDrugCompany
FULTON, KY.
PHONE 70
LAKE STREET
aseiatkavactarolumatamokaakulattittatsoatiamootzarataapaatzi

4.10111.

FAMILY
WHOLE
,
OWES TO MASI THE

_ _
il•00
Cookie Jars _ _
Asbestos Stove and Utility Pads_ ._ 98e
$1.29 and $1.39
Decorated Ovenware
5c to $1.00
Fire King Ovenware _ _
_
Bicycle Headlight _ _ _ ___79c to.$1,39
Bicycle Tail Light _ _ _
_$1.19
Alumintun Luggage Can _ _ _
Large Bathroom Hampers _ _____$6.95
___$2.98 and $3.95.
Kitchen Stools _

8471040171415714ANXIMA110102414700/701

Home au& Auto Supplieot
..:c717

"0s,
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ADVERTISING PAYS—IN THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS

I

Mrs. Fred C. Baranyay left for
Memphis this past weekend to meet
SIIMPIPPIHIPOPIPIPIPOMMIPIPIDIM
he rhusband. who was recently disIIINEKVOIRMOININVILICICTIMUCCCCZTAILVIMOVV01101400101WIPNWCWIENEWCIRICCOM
charged from the service. They will
visit with Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Sloan
0
for a few days before departing
for New Jersey, where they -plan
to spend the holidas.
ANNOUNCE THE OPENING OF
Mr. and_ Mrs. Willie Scearce and
MS OFFICE IN THE
son, Mrs. Charlie Roper, were in
Paducah Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Linder, and
Mrs. Lizzie Linder of near Sylvan
Shade visited Sunday with Mrs.
302 WALNUT STREE'T — FULTON, KENTUCKY
Inez Meneese and family.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. McClellan and
OFFICE HOURS: 9 to 12 A. M. — 1 to 5 PI M.
family of Wesetrn and Mr. and Mrs.
Gordon McClerman and son, visited
TELEPHONE 477
Mr. and Mrs. Tom McClennan and
family Sunday.
Miss Elizabeth Wilkins was operated on for appendicitis at FuluP1101111011110mal ton Hospital Thursday of last week.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Simpson and
As usual we have a good selection of fine FUR,NIfamily and Miss Lucille Moser visited his aunt, Mrs. Oliver of Gideon,
Mo., Sunday.
TURE that will make very acceptable andbpleasing

Dr. J. C. Hancock

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat Specialist ,

Cohn Building

YOSE
'
Best For ChristmasGiving

CHRISTMAS GIFTS. We invite you to/Ome in

Big Yield Wins
County Corn Crown
For Local Farmers
Ar949061-421Peio
WE ARE NOW BAKING DECORATED
CAKES FOR THE HOLIDAYS!
--But order now, for we are compelled to accept
only a limited amount of baking for those wishing HOLIDAY CAKES and PASTERIES.
All orders should be placed with us without delay to avoid disappointment.
Phone 126-J

FULTON BAKERY
COmrtercial Avenue

Fulton, Ky.

and look around—see our displays which will help
you in picking your choice gift of all—FURNI-

DeKalk, Illinois, (Special.) — A
chop of 72.93 bushels per acre won
the corn growing championship of
Fulton county in the 1945 National
DeKalb Hybrid Corn Growing Contest, it was learned this week. R.
,B. Mobley of Fulton is the corn
inkier
who
has
made
this
outstanding yield in this locality in
competition in which thousands of
farrners from 19 prncipal corn producing states participated, according to officials of this biggest corn
xield competition.
"t Sir. Mobley and several farmers
In' this county certainly produced
more than their share of this,
another three-billion bushel crop.
The county winner's corn was
grown by Hybrid No. 825.
His
yield was checked by disinterested
parties . In recognition of his
achievement the winner is presented with an appropriate plaque hT
tbe DeKalb Agricultural AssociaWe.
N''Other big yields recorded were
made by: Huddleston & Ellis, Fulton, Ross McCollum, Union City,
Paul Hornsby, Hickman. W. .B,
Sowell, Hickman.
.

TURE!
4e.

1

These suggestions might be helpful to you:
Rocicers, or Chairs, Tables, Smoking Stands, Mirrors, Pictures, Rugs, Desks, Book Cases, Lamps, and
scores of other items too numerous to mention.

GRAHAM
FurnitureCo.

1.

Walnut Street

Fulton, Kentucky

memiwiewassisesso
wicteteemeciecteleetteetere
••

F000
Q1-11 ITV
-OR HOLIDAY FEASTING
I FINI

• .

.cdto.;

We ate prepared for the Gala Holittey Seaswwith a
generous supply of good things to eat. As usual, we
1#0,a delighfin making your holiday feasting a real
easure.
StaViii sad Jima 'Toggles

!grittli
t

eats and Vegetables
' Tii•keys and Poultry
Fruits Cakes -2-• Candies -- Nuts

ri 41
'a!" kof

"We Take Great'Pride In Serving Xou"
701111

.:A"•
4-1.4•1,
44;,

Delivery Servic!

A. C. Butts & Sons
PHONE 602
111ST STATE LINE
,0414000ftwoodosodoseseopeadetsadist

FULTON, KY.

•
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PILOT OAK
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Yates and
„children from Detroit are visiting
his mother, Mrs. Sudie Yates and
other relatives here.
Mrs. Mary Dean Swain and
daughter from Mayfield visited her
father, Mr. Lee Olive Saturday
night and Siniday.
Mrs. Edith Yat,es is on the sick

list.

1-1
Sunday afternoon visitors of Mrs.
Marcy Collins were, Mrs. Lela
Bushart, Mrs. Violet Bushart and
Gale, Mr. Goldie Hicks and daughtEr, Mrs. Edd Lamb, Mrs. Lona Jones
and daughter, Mrs. McBoe from
May,field.
/Lev. Marvin Yates, Mrs. Yates
and daughter, spent everal days
lat week with Mr. and Mrs. Bruce

Able To Do Her Housework; Thanks Retonga

Vincent.
Rev. Ray Flemings and Mrlemings and children took Sunday
dinner with Mr. and Mrs. Edd Ro
berts.
Chester Bennett and Prester Bennett went back to Mayfild Monda!
to have his eye dressed. He has
had a growth taken off and is doing
ine.
Murray Yates from Detroit
visiting his mother and other relaives here.
Mr. and Mrs. Garvin Johnson
and Judith Ann spent Saturday
night and Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. Dave Hicks.
Amos Madline and family left
:
i rulw
vt
e where theY
vtlilra
nl
Ya::rth
Mr. and Mrs. Ewing

Rowland

sUffered
Nervous Indigestion Had firmed Mrs. Ottinger. "Iindigestion
left Sunday night to visit her parfrom nervous
ents, Rev. and Mrs. Morelock in
Pulled Her Down To distress
until I was almost afraid to eat. I Florida.
Only 98 Lbs., Says Mrs. felt so restless at times I could
Ottinger. Can E a t hardly contain myself and I hardRECIPE OF l'HE WEEK
Plenty Now; Gains ly knew what a good night's sleep
meal without
ate
a
seldom
was.
I
Weight and Strength.
With more entertaining being
my stomach,
"Retonga gave me the first
worth-while relief I found after
trying for seven years and spending hundreds of hard-earned dolMrs.
lars," gratefully declares
Floyd °flinger. wife of a well-

severe gas pains in
and the splitting headaches I suffered were almost unendurable. I
was forced to take strong laxatives
every day. I could not even look
after my house work, and I spent
hundreds of dollars, but I kept
feeling worse all the time.

"Retonga relieved me promptlY.
I now have a fine appetite and eat
anything. I sleep like a top. Even
the sluggish leimination is relieved.
I have regained 30 pounds and am
nearly back to my normal weight.
I feel so mtich stronger that I do
my housework easily. I can never

MRS. FLOYD OTTINGER

give enough praise to Retonga."
Retonga is intended to relieve
distress due to Vitamin B-1 deficiency, sluggish elimination, insufficient flow of gastric juices in the

stomach and loss of appetite. Acknown farmer of Route 1, Parrottscept no substitute. Retonga may
ville, Tenn.
'I weighted only 98 lbs.," con- be obtained at DeMyer Drug Co.

IF IT CAN BE CLEANED
WE CAN CLEAN IT!
WE take great pride in our Cleaning and Pressing Service, and we are better equipped now in
our modern, new building to provide even better service than in the past.

WE INVITE YOU TO VISIT OUR NEW PLANT
Prompt, Courteous Service
PRESSING DONE WHILE YOU WAIT!

LET US REBLOCK YOUR HAT
AND MAKE IT LoOK LIKE NEW
Alterations am! Repairs When Requested
PHONE No.

WY CLEANERS
CASH AND CARRY

done this year at Christmastime,
every housewife will want to be
sure the cookie jar is well filled.
Here is a recipe suggested by home
economists at the Kentucky College
of Agriculture and Home Economics which may be varied by
the addition of chopped candied
fruit peel, raisins, .chocolate chips
or nuts.
Cocoanut Oatmeal Cookies
1-2 cup butter or margarine
1-2 cup other fat
1 cup brown sugar
1 cup white sugar
2 eggs beaten
2 cups flour
2 cups oatmeal
2 cups cocoanut
1 teaspoon baking powder
1 teaspoon soda
1 teaspoon salt
2 teaspoons vanilla
Cream the fat and sugar together, add beaten eggs, oatmeal and
ocoanut and then the dry ingredients sifted together.
Form
into balls and bake in medium hot
oven, 400 degrees.
Makes 100
cookies.
Party menu: Chicken salad with
parsley-butter sandwiches, celery
stuffed with cheese, ice cream with
cherry save and cookies.
PLAN HAND-TRUNKSIZE FURNACE
A miniature furnace is in the
development stage. Coal burning,
it will require a space about 2x2x3
feet. No basement is needed, of
course, and no flue either, since
it will be .equipped with its ovm
draft fan. Only a small opening is
necessary to eject gases. It is entirely automatic and will provide
more heat with less coal. Simple
to install it can be connected with
any system you already have—
steam hot water or hoi air. There
will be no climbing the stairs or
periodic stoking.
WAR COST TO AMERICANS
World War II cost American taxpayers. or will cost in future taxation for years to come, about ;1,500,000,000,000 or armament and
war materials and about $230,000,I 1,1 000 in property damage. Or a
41011111afre
. . . . enou
to bui a ghway o
gold completely around the world.

Let Us Repair Your Car
and Service It For Winter
We have acquired the services of Chas. Holloway as General Manager of Sales and Service. Mr. Holloway is no stranger to most of you,
having been Ford dealer here for a number of years.
Mr Holloway states that there has been more interest shown in the
new 046 model Ford than any new model in his experience as dealer. He
organization ready to serve you, and invites you to come in and
have your old car repaired and place your order for a New FordGenuine Ford Parts are available Now, and IVIr. Holloway has three
new mechanics added to the service department and can give you immediate
estimates on your repair jobs. So b -ing your car in and get it ready for
winter driving. We also have an ample -supply of Anti-Freeze for your
radiator.

Iluddleston Motor Co.

Soaring Wino's
By SHIRLEY N. HARKINS
McClure Nrwwpaper S,eglicate.
WN1, Frature•

TANKS TO BE "CANNED"
NEW ZIPPERS KEEPS
FOR FUTURE USE
OUT COLD AND
A Method of "canning" surplus
Army.tanks was announced by the
1;oodyear Aircraft Co.
The Army has contracted with
the company for the "cans," which
are designed to seal completely a
tank for sotrage. The tanks will
be inclosed in a steel or aluminum
box, whie:th then will be evacuated
and will have all moisture withdrawn.
The systtm will save surplus
supplies and tanks and will not
require expensive storage faciliti•,i
company officials said.
Goodyear said persons now employed
the plant would be able
to handle the contract.

The latest thing in zippers is as
air and watertight model, recently developed. Fitted with over lapping rubber lips, it effectively
seals liquids, air and gases even
under considerable pressure, it
said. Its most promising application to date is as a closure for enposure suits.

I ANICE pulled her sweater closer
about her as she hurried across
the dunes. the thermos jug cuddled
under her arm. It had been a
blistering hot day, but with nightfall the wind shifted east, and even
MRS. FIELDS RETURNS
now a spray rode in with the
FROM HER DAUGHTEIKS
waves. It was tedious work spotting
from the watchtower on the rocky
ledge, and Barry would appreciate
Mrs. Maxtha Fields has returned
the coffee.
to this vicinity from visitnig ler
She smiled softly in the darkness,
daughter, Mrs. Earl Moorman at
warm at the thought of Barry and
Glendean, Ky. Sht is with bier
how much he meant to her. She
daughter, Mrs. Roy D. TaYhif of
couldn't imagine what life would be
like without hirn to tease her affecnar Fulton, and will soon return to
tionately. They had grown up to- •Sabscribe Now to' TEE NEWS! her home near Cayce.
gether in this tiny New England
village, sharing experiences, perfectly content with their narrow little square of earth, but then war
came, and its shadow blotted out the
sun on the crags, the peaceful fishing dories, and the graceful flight of
sea gulla acrosa the harbor. Everything suddenly assumed a stern and
vital purpose, and a man became
ambitious, restless.
"Golly, Jan, I'd give anything to
enlist right now." Barry's serious
mood touched the girl, and she shuddered slightly. She was thankful
ib
•
r
I
Mrs. Conroy depended solely on
w it' 0
him. He worked with a new determination, a zeal that hinted he was
41 Fra I
under pressure.
MOW I/
The feeling swept through the vilI 71 12
;$7.0;3_
lage like wildfire and uniforms
A
\
mushroomed overnight. Even Fred
.11.•
..k4-7.•"we/,
Willis with his warped, distorted
mind and his crooked back seethed
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Without outside help, us*• Lets separator
mill to chop and store 10, 15 25 acrse or
more of cured shock fodder.
Save up to 40% work in feed handling,40%
coarse feeds and 85% storage space. Cat
feeding costs 35%. Increase profits. Save
winter work
Lets is a separator mill,sacks corn for finishing beef cattle, Iambs or hogs—separates
beans for feed, seed or cash grain.
See us and learn why Lets mins are real
money-makers—loading labovorieers—why
stock prefer Lets preparation. Learn how •
Lots pays for itself and more,first year wed.

"Why, Fred, how unkind; and untrue, too!"
with rage to think he could not fight.
Jan worried about Fred. He had
always been unreasonably jealous
of Barry, so much so that it was becoming an obsession.
"He's just a slacker, Barry Conroy is." Jan overheard Fred's ven°moue attack. "Afraid. If I bad
his strong body, nothing would keep
me out of this scrap."
"Why, Fred, how unkind- and untrue, tool" He faced her defiantly,
and she didn't like the look hi his
eyes.
She sympathized with Barry's disappointment when he told her of his
failure to make the grade with the
Air Corps, but she couldn't still the
happy thought: He'll stay a while
longer. I won't lose him yet.
Janice thought now what • godsend the boom had been to the village. She remembered her first trip
with Barry. With the slack tide
they had ridden the ground swells
off the coast in the little dory and
detached the rock-moored moss with
shore., their
- out to4irefr
Every evening and when rain threatened, it was packed in large covteed bpokets for protection, atfresh
water dould ruin the whole lot.
"Somebody discovered that a powder made from the dried moss could
be used in chocolate milk, ice cream
soda and other soft drinks to keep
the mixtures from separating. Golly,
Jan, don't argue about it. Just be
grateful that this stunmer's harvest
will pay for painting the house."
Janice feared his reaction to an
outer world, a wonderful, exciting
new environment. Barry, she lmew,
would adapt himself easily. He deserved his chance, even if he did
forget a snub-nosed little girl in
denim slacks and sneakers. She
idghed, thinking how delighted Barry bad been earller in the evening.
"Jan, it's almost enough!' he
gloated exultantly. "A few more
=Hectic= like this, and I'll practically have my winga." Her heart
contracted. She hurried now, for it
began to sprinkle. She stopped short
as she saw Fred skulking by the
pac.ked tubs. Fred, wanting to keep
Barry out of uniform even al she
did. Fred, who had silently removed all the covers and stolen
away hi the darkness.
It was a futile effort at revenge,
she knew, and yet it would keep
Barry close and safe beside her for
a few more weeks. She began to
feel a conspiratorial kinship with
Fred. It was sheer accident she
had stumbled on the scene at all.
Barry wasn't expecting her.
When Janice reached the watchtower, Barry held her close. "Good
girll" he whispered. "I saw the
whole thing." Janice stared at the
binoculars on the table. She was
alad she had covered the tubs that
would send her eagle soaring. In
giving Barry his chance she had
made a place for herself beside him
forever.
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WILLIAMS HARDWARE CO.
Lots of Ways To Get
Caught---For Example
If some one ,is bitten by your dog;
Or injured on your preimses;
Or property damaged by your children;
If you are interested in the dozens of things
Itittre protectet aggirraitt contir with

Atkins Insurance Agency
PHONE'No-.5

Blanket Time
41441budi NOW
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THOSE
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72x84
SIZE

$5.95

BLANKETS

L. Kasnow
44/3 LAKE STE.EET

FULTON, K1L
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CAYCE HOMEMAKERS
The armual Christmas meeting
with the exchanging of Christmas
gifts is always looked forward to.
Tire Cayce homemakers had their
ameting December 7 at the home
elf Mrs. W. Mayes with Mrs. J. B.
McGehee as co-hostess.
Mrs. Billy McGehee, president,
'resided. During the business session plans were made to serve the
MUM Bureau supper Dec. 14.
Tbe social which had been planned for Dee. 14, has been changed
to Dec. 17. Rush Creek and,Sylvan
Slade will meet with the Cayce
climb for their social which will be
held at the Cayce school. All
asembers are urged to bring their
remedies and neighbors.
Mrs. Lyle Shuck was elected as
delegate to Farm and Home Week
with Mrs. W. B. Sowell as alternate. Landscape lesson, Winter
mire ornamental plants, Trees and
Christmas decorations was given
es Miss Alice Sowell.
Rocking Chair Tour, Kuatemala,
lianduras and Nicuragua was presented by Mrs. Lyle Shuck.
11Ksjor projects, New Ideas on
Fbods was presented by Mrs.
Chester Wade and Mrs. DaisY
Doedurant, food leaders.
After singing "Silent Night"! and
a contest the sixteen members and
two visitors Mrs. A. C. Moore and
Mrs, Charles Roberts opened their
MA:
The club spent a very pleasant
and profitable day and adjourned
to meet again Jan. 23 with Mrs. T.
C. Sowell.

aralyzing the American industrial
system.
As thil persona'. analysis of the
question by the correspondent of
this newspaper goes out from Washington I predict that the Government will • pass new laws, and
strengthen the old ones, and make
it definately understood that Government by the people and for the
people and for the people must be
fair to al classes of people. That
means that the labor unions are
going to get it in the neck. They
have brought it on themselves.
RECIPE OF THE WEEK
After a festive turkey dinner,
why not dress up the leftovers and
make the 'second or third day's
serving as good as the first? Baked
cream chicken, recommended by
Miss Florence Imlay, food specialist at
,the Kentucky College of
Agriculture and Home Economics,
is practically a one-dish meal in itself.
Baked Creamed Turkey
3 cups diced cooked turkey or
chicken

1 cup cooked peas
1-2 cup diced celery
1 tablespoon green pepper
2 cups milk
4 tablespoons butter
4 tablespoons flour
3-4 teapsoon salt.
,
1,Iake a white sauce of milk, butter and flour; ther. add other ingredients. Pour into a baking dish,
set in a pan of hot water. Bake in
a moderate oven, 350 degrees, for
30 minutes.
Merru: Creamed baked turkey,
cabbage
buttered string beans,
slaw, corn bread and butter, and
baked apple.
AVERAGE INCOME
OF INDIVIDUALS WAS
*1,117 LAST YEAR
Per capita irtcome payments ta
civilians averaged $1,082 last year,
compared with $573 in 1940, the
Department of Commerce has revealed. Average income payments
to all individuals in the United
States, including military personnel and their families, was $1,117
in '44 and $575 in '40.
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"THAT'S THE BEST WELCOME SIGN I'VE SEEN YET"

It seems to be perfectly evident in I ermnent agency, but by competipected in his efforts to drive sense
into the heads of the bull-headed Washington that Congress has no tion. Only when competition is
idea of passing so-called price fix- suspended does the GovernMent
union bosses. But, one might supin! ing policies at pre-war levels, while
pose from the blasts issued by Pres- 'at the same time supporting boosts trude." That's what the Departidnet Phillip Murray of the CIO !for strikers who have tied up the ment of Justice, the Federal Trade
Commission and other established
that he knows more about the way 'Nation's factories.
to run the American Government
As unbelieveable it may seem the parts of the Government are mainthan everybody concerned—includ- !attacks of the CIO United Auto tained for.
MBLIMUNG BACK AT STRIKES ing the President and the Congress!Workers Unions are now launched
Arthur Krock, the Ney York
of the United States. Of course no- against the Government of the Unit- Times chief in Washington, states
assertion
Murray's
believes
body
J. E. JONES
ed, States, which is anxious to have positively that ,after President Rooproposal for
Washington, D. C., December.— that the President's
the administrative and legislative sevelt instituted the New Deal in
to
"is
action
,departments stop these strikes that 1933, "all labor legislation favored
The Management and Labor Con- special legislative
laultimately destroy
have already partially wrecked re- by the White House until today was
lererices in Washington got no- weaken and
organizations," or that conversion, and inflated inflation— designed to correct what was termwhere in arguments on the main bor union
ed—and in a considerable degree
which tile President's action could be con- which is here.
/mar of "fact-finding,"
sensible man or wowas unilateral in labor's special inplablem had been passed on to strued by any
and
One
of
the
ablest
students
even
for
step
first
"the
as
terest and were adounistered and
Mara by Presdent Truman. Mean- man
writers covering the National. Capisavage repression."
adjudicated in that spirit, sometime. the automobile labor union more
tal is Mark Sullivan. He has told
times beyond the letter of the law."
.rarried on a high-handed strike, If Congress nes got the guts that us this week:
Apparently, our administrative
and supplemented it with pickets. the people of this country have a
"The agency President Truman and legislative departments have
President Truman must be given right to expect from that body it
proposes will make findings of fact reached a show-down on straightcredit for having suggested a man- will back up nationwide demands
about wages.—In the free enter- froward issues of whether the Unitbee of ways and methods to stop by the President for legislation that
prise system as it exists in America, ed States is to be ruled by the most
the existing strike-wave. Finally, will put an end to these monstrous
and in the attitude of Govertunent unreasonable leaders of organi7abe did his duty in appealing. to the strikes that have become -nothing
toward it, it is assured that prices don that veer existed in this country,
ademobile and steel unions to go ess than revolutionary attacks upon
in ordinary industry will be con- or by the chosen officials of the
leek to work. The President has the Government of the United
_
.
trolled, not by law or by any Gov- people. Leaders like Murray are
gime ail tluit possibly could be ex- States.

SEE US,IFOR YOUR HOLIDAY
WINES, BRANDIES AND LIQUORS
The gala Yuletide and New Year Holidays are
just ahead, and it's time to think about the
"spirits" you'll want for the season's festivities.

NONA HOTEL
LIQUOR STORE
4.
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Give Jewelry
This Christmas
WHETHER it is a diaznond, watch, ring or some other gift
of beauty and charm, you will find our store filled with
Jewelry gifts that will bring happiness and appreciation to
the receiver of one of these fine expressions of love!

•Diamonds
• Ladies' Watches

• Charms

• Men's Watches

• Bill Folds

• Dinner Rings

• Vanity Sets

• Engagement Rings

• Necklaces

• Birthstone Rings

• Lockets

• Initial Rings

• Watch Chains

• Bracelets

• Tie Sets

OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT-NEVER UNDERSOLD

WARREN'S ton
"Fine Gifts of Jewelry"
Walnut St.

Fulton, Ky.
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Mr. Carmel Stafford has also
his discharge recently and he and
discharged, having spent sev his wife left for Detroit to his old I been
I eral months overseas.
- Mr. Robert Byars has received job.
Mrs. Hobart Stafford has been
in St. Louis for the past two
weeks for medical treatment.
Mr. Charles Stafford has been
2 1-2 Ton Stake
:harged recently. He is makdis,
11 and 12 GMC
Brakes
his home in Fulton.
ing
Booster
Tires,
Excellent
Axles,
Tandem
We are sorry to hear of an old
Nearly New Condition
resident of Latham, but now of
35 Units Available
Dukedom, Mr. Tonunie Reed serious illness in. the Memphis Hospital. Not much hope is held for
his recovery.
SIXTH AND SYCAMORE STREET
CINCINNATI, OHIO
The new barber shop is nearing
PHONE 4880
completion. lir. Copeland hopes
I to be open for business next SatmtiotatiasoinattalsorsuatioatinastersteutattatatmettittasnalsatsnaWittraMilattataila urday.
Mrs. Bennie Ivie and family left
for Detroit, Mich.,. last Sunday
night to make their home.
Headquarters for Beautiful
The teachers and pupils are
planning a program to be presented on Friday, Dec. 21st at 1 o'clock,
alp a Christmas tree.

LATUAM
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Heavy Trucks For Hauling Coal and Timber

QUEEN CITY CHEVROLET CO.

GIFT SLIPPERS

BEELERTON
Benard Bostidlc has purchased
the late John Bostick farm from
the heirs and will make his home
there.
Mr. and Mrs. Man,in Lewis of
Mayfield spent a few days the past
week with his parents Mr. and Mrs.
Marvin has reLuther Lewis.
• CO
cently returned home from overC
seas.
z
Mrs. Norma Arndt and husband
TWO OF MANY
-7
of Detroit spent a few days here
last week with relatives. Mr.
NEW STYLES AT
Arndt has just returned from overseas.
Mrs. Harvey Clapp entertained
Friday night ai 6 o'clock dinner,
honoring her husband on his birthday. Those present were Mr. arid
•
Mrs. Leon Wright, Billie Wright
and Tommie Clapp.
Mrs. James Kimble and Carolyn
were Sunday guests in the W. L.
Best home and attended services at
Wesley.
newlyCongratulations to the
weds Mr. and Mrs. Edd Stephens,
they will reside near Dukedom.
William Leon 4:right, Jr., S. 2c
returned to Great Lakes, Ill., Friday night for further assignment,
Every color, every style her heart desires
Mr. and Mrs. Shouse, Roph and
...prefty d'orsays, platform scuffs, warm
daughter Stella Niarie and husshearling flatties and many others...
band of Sedalia were the Tuesday
leather soled.
afternoon guests of Mrs. Paula
Walker and family. Mrs. S. J.
Walker; Jr., has returned home
from Memphis where she attended
the sick bed of her sister-in-law
who is confined to a hospital there.
There are many in this community who are suffering with
colds and light attacics of flu.
ADMIlinelltift1161111114111tailkitlakialdltaill4MBeedettINAlletit
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence White
and Bettie and Mrs. Frank Barber
I shopped in Paducah Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Weatherspoon,
Mrs. Nora Byrns and Mr. and Mrs.
Russell Bockrnan were Sunday visitors of Mrs. Homer Weatherspoon
and Dan. Dan had a very painful
accident Saturda,y when a limb
struck him in the eye.
Mr. Charles W. Roper has returned to his home in Atchison,
Kan., after a few days visit with
his sister, Mrs. Paula Walker.
Mrs. Cecil Binford spent Tuesday with Mrs. Larry Binford and
daughters.
Henry Phillips, Curtis McAlister
and Benard Bostick are confined
to the Fulton hospital.
Our community was saddened
by the death of two of our friends
the past week. Willie Davis whose
funeral was held at Wesky Sunday afternoon and Vester
man who passed away Saturday
night. Our sympathy goes out to
GIANT X—RAY!THE lao-mN
their loved ones.
AND BUILT ,Y GENERAL ELECTRIC SCIENTISTS
Rev. McMinn preached Sunday
morning to an appreciative audi' —PRODUCES X-RAYS OF 100 MILLION E LECTRON
ence.
'VOLTS! THESE SUPER X-RAYS MAY BE USEFUL
Mrs. Laura Prseley has returned
'IN MEDICAL AND ATOMIC RESEARCH.
to the home of Mr. and Mrs. W.
L. Best for the winter after a few
weeks visit in New Hope community.
A FARM BUILDING GOES UP
Miss Mildred Hancock of Detroit
IN FLAMES. ONE C.HIEF CAUSE
arrived Thursday to spend the
--SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION
Christmas holidays with parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Camel' Hancock of
OF HAY—CAN BE AVOIDED BY
Beelerton.
NEW ELECTRICAL HAY-ORYING

.7,4 2.99

Dolls! Dolls!
In a large variety of styles and design:,
Priced from--

$1.98 to $7.98

.74A
STUFFED ANIMALS
Such as bears, elephants
monkeys. Priced
and
from-

98c to $2.98
BLACKBOARDS
A good gift for the learning child

Priced from

$1.49 to $2.98
PIN BALL GAMES
Several different types to
select from and priced
from-

98c to $1.49

.BETATRONu-DESIGNE0

EVERY i5 MINUTES

SYSTEM WITH UNIQUE CONTROL
DEVELOPED
BY G.E.

For The Kiddies
Come in and see these pull
toys and select one for
Santa's bag. Priced from-

fLASSIFIED ADS
FOR SALE-100-acre farm. lomiles
catde on Highway 51, six
north of Fulton. Good land, with
18 acres of woodland. If interested.
2t.
call 3592, Clinton, Ky.

QUICK BREADS!
RESEARCH BY NUTRITION
EXPERTS OF GENERAL ELECTRIC
CONSUMER INSTITUTE RANGES
FROM QUICKLY MADE BREADS
TV SAVING VITAMINS. THEIR
DISCOVERIES ARE MAC*
PUBUC FOR EVERYBODY'S
BENEFIT,

ELECTRIC,

TOY TEA SETS
Made of glass or plastic.
Fine for the little "Mias."
Priced from-

98c to $2.98

49c to $2.98
Doctors and Nurses Kits for Children . 9..5k to $1.911

FOR SALE-45-gal. reconditioned fuei oil drums, $2.25; 50-gal.
syrup bbis. $2.00, f. o. b., Memphis.
American Trading Post, 1086 N.
10tc.
7th St., Memphis.

More Goods for More People al Less Cost.

GENERAL

PULL TOYS

FARMS FOR SALE — Have 4
improved farms consisting of 52,
53, 67, 81 acres, all have out-ofstate owners. Thye say SELL and
their priest will convince you. SEE
J. W. Heath, Realtor, 406 1.1-2 Lake Itr
Street, Fulton, Phone 190.
2t-

W. V./ROBERTS & SON
122 Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.

0414104-20411017,01611411104044-300011044440441-7A10140004,4704.
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'VOLUME FOURTEEN
THE CLOSED SHOP
IS DICTORIAL
By Maurice R. Franks
(KIDITOR'S NOTE: Maurice R.
Flanks is National Business Agent
of the Railroad Yardmasters of
Mirth America, Inc., and Editor of
thad Union's official publication,
the Railroad Worker's Journal.)
The United Nations are engaged
in this war to free the world from
abetaboorship; a visions system of
three compelling the masses to do
the bidding of the masters.
The ebbed shop fight is also a
war being waged by the opponents
et ttuls system who believe it to be
a system of force in the hands of a
kw dictators of Labor, who are at
times as ruthless as the Axis dictators. There is little distinction
between dictators, whether they be
sobbed or economic. Their :system is to rule by force. Therefore,

the closed shop controversy, must
operate void of dictorial tendencies.
The Founding Fathers of our
country must have had 'premonitions of iedas such as the closed
shop while the Bill of Rights garanteeing Life, Liberty and the Purof Happiness. Certainly Life cannot be assured with out the rigtit
to work, Liberty enjoyed while one
is shackled, or the Pursuit of Happiness attained against the dictates
of one's conscience.
It is understandable why some
labor leaders favor the closed shop
ince it automatically eliminates
the necessity of any great effort to
attain their personal objectives. It
places ttune in the position of a
leader. Their slightest wihms must
be satisfied or their wrath is felt
through dictatorial discipline such
as depriving a worker of his right
to earn a living if he does not
wholly accede to their demands.

The closed shop is beneficial only
to labor leaders. It places them in
supreme authority—even more auhority than employee§eres hthehrn
thority than employers. It eliminates the empioers natural prerogatives of employing competent and
dischargeing incompetent, unworthy and unneeded workers. It
makes the union leader sole judge
of one who shall or shall not be employed, or shall not be entitled to
union membership..
If a worker
is not admitted or f sehii
is not admitted or if he is expelled
from a union, even through no
fault of his own, he is deprived of
earning a living.

political proposals neither Democrats or Republicans.
What we need is old-fashioned
non-partisan commonsense!
There are strikes and rumors of
strikes in our principal industries-and the strike leaders are depending upon their political pull to win
the civilian war.
Labor and management are on
an equal footing right now, and it
is up to them to agree upon problems and differences, in the interests of America.
We don't want any politics in
this situation to string out the final settlements.
THE WORLD ABROAD

NEW YORK, N. Y.—A survey of
the world abroad this week gives a
The United States cannot possi- picture of mounting tensions and
bly dig itself out of its foxholes by difficulties.
The peoples of Southeast,ern Asia
getting behind any kind of purely
WHAT WE DON'T WANT

NUMBER FORTY-FIVK
are stirring with revolt against the
re-establishment of Colonial rule by
the Western-European nations. The
British are making little or no progress in solving the Indian problem. The peoples of Indo-China are
openly resisting a return to French
domination. And even in the tranquil Dutch East Indies strong independence movements have arisen to
resist continued Dutch rule or even
inclusion in a new Dutch Commonwealth.
In the Argentine, the Fascist Government of Farrell and Peron has
re-imposed a state of siege and resorted to mass arrests in order to
suppress the rising tide of democratic discontent. •
In Germaqy, General Eisenhower
was compelled to relieve General
Patton of his command in order to
enforce a more determined plan of
denazification in the zone of American occupation.

WILL THERE BE A
STEEL STRIKE?
Not if the CIO abides by its
pledged word, given only last)spring.
-e
Question: What would be the general effect on the
country of a steel strike?
Answer: Over 40 percent of all the factory workers in
the country earn their living by making steel into useful products for American life. A shut-down of the
steel industry would be a distastrous blow to reconversion and could cause a serious loss in both wages and industrial production at a time when they were most
needed.
Question: Is it true that the steelworkers Union' has
pledged itself not to strike?
Answer: Yes. Every contract which the Union has signed this year with the various steel companies has a
clause -wherein the Union agrees not to strike during
the life of the contract.
Question: Are those contracts still in effect
Answer: Yes. They were signed in the spring of 1945 to
run until October, 1946.
'Question: Who signed for the Union?
Aniwer: Its international officials—Philip Murray, Van
Bittner, Clinton Golden and others—and the local Union
'heads of the various plants.
Question: Is there no "escape clause" by which either
side could end the agreements?
/maw: No. The Union demanded a fixed, long-term
contract and got it.

Question: Why did they want a long-term contract?
Answer: In the Union's own words before the War Labor
Board, "The Union's request for a termination date of
October, 1946, is not made capriciously or pressed here
for bargaining purposes. It represents the considered
view of the Union that only such a term will adequately
serve the needs of stability." Question: Did the recent strike vote violate the contract?
Answer: No. Only an actual strike would violate them.
Question: Haven't there been strikes already during the
life of the contracts?
Answer: Yes. There were 998 strikes in steel plants
during the past year alone. They were mostly local
strikes which the Union characterizes as "wildcat'," but
they meant a big loss in production.
Question: Does the end of the war justify changing the
contracts?
Answer: No. The bond was sealed on both sides and
should be kept whether times be good or bad. The steel
companies are continuing to live up to these agreements.
If a strike is called, it will be in-clear violation of the
existing contracts.
A strike in the fate of existing contracts woukl shatter
any confidence in the validity of union agreements in tke
steel industry.

American Iron and Steel Institute
350 Fifth Avenue, New York 1, N. Y.
OUR COMPANY MEMBERS EMPLOY 96 PEI3 CENT OF THE WORKERS IN THE STEEL INDUSTRY
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At London, the first session cf
the Council of Foreign Ministers
ended, as forecast last week, in dismal failure. The Ministers were not
able to agree upon a joint communique; each issued his own statement
to the press.
Chief cause of the failure is to
be found in the ambiguity of arrangements made by the Big Three
at Potsdam and in the lack of adequate preparation for the Conference.
When the Big Three created the
Council they determined that it
should consist . of five permanent
members—the foreign ministers of
the United States, Britain, the Soviet Union, France and China. They
.inounced further that in the discussion of peace treaties with Italy
and the AXiS Satellites those additional countries should be invited
whose vital interests were affected.
On the other hand, the Big 'Three
also declared that only those countries should participate in peace
treaty discussions which had participated in armistices talks and
When the Council of Foreign Ministers met on September 11, it voted
unanimously to have the Big Five
participate in the discussion of all
the peace treaties. in addition Italy
and Yugoslavia were invited to attend the Italian discussions, and,
upon the urgent demand of Foreign Minister Evatt of Australia,
the Britist Demonians were likewise invited, since they had helped
in bringing about the defeat of Italy.
The same reasoning could have applied to Poland and Brazil, since
Polish and Brazilian troops abo
fought in Italy. Tne Russian delegation did try to have Poland invited,
but nobody seems to have thought
of Brazil. More curious still, Greece,
which had heroically resisted the
tahan onslaught in 1940, was not
invited to participate.
When it came to the treaties with
Bulgaria and Rumanli, the Soviet
Union Totted to exelude Prance
and China ori the grounds that they
had not contributed to the defeat
of these nations and had no vital
interest in the peace treaties.
France protested energetically, and
out of the ensuing debate came the
final Russian demand upon which
which the Conference foundered.
This demand :vas that the Council should rescind its unanimous
vote of September 11, by which the
Big Five were to sit in on all treaty
discussions, and expunge it from the
record. British, France, China and
the United States presented zit united front against this demand. The
resulting deadlock remained unbroken.
Undoubtedly there are reasons for
what seems an um-easonable attitude on the part of the Soviet delegation. One of these reasons, as
pointed out last week, may be the
exclusion of the Soviet Union from
the secrets of the atomic bomb. Another may be Soviet fear of British
imperalism. And a third reatton
may be Soviet apprehension over a
possible "soft" treatment of Japan
by the United States.
These "reasons" would not, even
if correct, justify the Soviet demand to reirert to Big Three power
politics. But they might explain the
demand.
In any case, the Big Three themselves have by their ambiguity at
Potsdam and their lack of preparation since Potsdam vrrecked their
own handiwork. It now seems
doubtful whether the Council of
Foreign Ministers, which was at
best a make-shift, can survive as
the chief peace-making instrument
If the result of the failure at London is the creation of more democratic machinery and mitre careful
preparation for the next attempt,
that failure may yet turn out to be
a blessing.
Another lesson which may be
learned as the result of the London
fiasco is the danger of conducting
peace negotiations in secrecy. 11
was the Russian delegation which
insisted most strGngly upon secrecy,
but her aegain this insistence must
be judged in the context of twentyfive years of isolation. The Soviet
Union has not yet learned to trust
its neighbors, any more than we
have learned fully to trust Soviet
Union. Mutual confidence is more
likely to result from "open cowmants openly arrived at" among all
the nations, than from secret negotiations among the Big Three.
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A Double Life
By ELEANOR WALSH
McClure Newspaper Syndicate.
WNU Features.

WHEN Corinna Hastings, libraup
v v rian of Postville, looked
from the desk one morning and saw
Mrs. Angela Murdock sailing toward
her angrily, she was reasonably certain something was amiss. She
mustered a feeble smile and said
an tuiconvincing "Good Morning."
Hastings,"
Miss
me,
"For
snapped Mrs. Murdock, "this has
been a very unpleasant morning."
She tapped her linger on the desk.
"I," she said, "have just read 'The
Flaming Soul.'"
"Oh!" Into that syllable Corinna
tried to put good cheer, friendship,
everything that was amiable. But
Mrs. Murdock's expression did not
change.
"And what I should be interested to hear," the lady went on,
"is just why that particular book
was put in this library. This is,"
she declaimed, "an institution
which endeavors to provide suitable
reading matter for the young. I can
only regard 'The Flaming Soul' as
a work that will definitely be harmful."
"I M terribly sorry," Corinna
apologized. "I'm afraid I haven't
read the book." This was perfectly
true. She had only glanced with
some interest at the description of
its contents on the paper jacket. "I
beard from several people that it
was quite good," she offered weakly. "And on the strength cif that I
ordered it."
"You're quite right, Miss Hastings." There was no mistaking the
menace in Mrs. Murdock's tone. "It
was brought to my attention by Miss
Keller, and I believe Mrs. Spellman
mentioned it to her. Both were
shocked. Miss Keller brought it to
me this morning and I considered it
my duty to read the whole thing. I
wanted to see what was being
placed in the hands of our young
people."
"I don't know what to say," said
Corinna.
"I've called a meeting of the Li.. I
brary Board at my house this evesing at eight. I suggest you attend.
Meanwhile, I'll leave this copy
here, and you can -rhake yourself
familiar with its contents. You'll
be asked for an explanation of your
conduct."
Corinna groaned when the lady
left. It was bad enough to face any
member of the board singly, but together—horrorsl For a few minutes
abe thought of cutting loose, resigning her position, going to New
York. But this incident hardly
seemed to warrant -any such action.
Not yet, dityway. And her family
would hate to see her go. There was
another reason for staying, too, and
his name was Jack. No, there was
nothing to do but face the music
and hope it wouldn't be too unpleasant. She smiled. She could picture
the three women reading with gasps
of pleasurable horror, and then preventing others from enjoying the
same privilege. The book itself she
placed behind the desk until she
/earned what its fate was to be.
The board meeting was as she
had expected, only worse. Mrs.
Murdock still acted like a volcano
undecided whether to erupt or hold
its fire. Mrs. Spellman maintained
a dignified silence, preferring to signify disapproval by a series of indignant snorts. Miss Keller flushed
when the title was mentioned and
let it be understood that she had
martyred herself by reading it. "It
was an experience," she said, "that
I should have preferred to miss."
"C-ertainly," Mrs. Murdock said.
"1, for one, felt I wanted to fumigate my mind after I had finished
it." Corinna waited till she was
spoken to.
"The point is," Mrs. Spellman
said finally, "what are we going to
do with the volume? It was your
duty, Miss Hastings, to know something of it before sending an order."
Colima spoke so contritely, thanklog the ladies for discovering the
=dune of the book before it had a
doom 'to harm young readers, that
the three women were softened.
'Mut of course it must be removed
from the library at once," Mrs
Murdock said more pleasantly. "I
think we must insist upon that."
The others murmured, "Of
coarse." And Corinna agreed.
"That brings up another question,'" said Miss 'Keller. "It was
bought with public funds allowed for
the library. Have we the right to
confiscate it without paying? I think
oat. I am willing to give what it
cast simply to keep it off the
abelves." She told Corinna that she
mould call for it in the morning.
and pay at that time.
"I think we need say no more,"
Mrs. Murdock told Corinna. This
suited Corinna. She thanked them
and left.
ha her room, after the rest of the
family had retired, she opened a'
drawer and pulled a letter from its
hiding place. With a smile she reread it.
-13e.ar Miss Hastings:" (it began)
"You will be pleased to know
that it seems as if your novel, 'The
Flaming Soul,' will sell like a
house afire. Already we are justified
in another printing. What name do
you wish us to use on your first
check! We will issue it with a financial statement as soon as possible, and meanwhile we trust you
are hard at work on your next—"
Corinna smiled more brightly.
Wrie was

A ruddy old St. Nick has come to town
early this year--arms loaded with wonderful gifts to cheer that man on your
mind—gifts that will prove long lasting ... bring him comfort, relaxation
and pleasure. Here are clothes galore
that will make grand Christmas giving
and assure him smart living. Whether

Draft defense for stay-at-hoine evenings. Flannel robe--comforatble,
warm and good looking. la all
colors.

it's for Dad, sweetheart, husband or
brother, you'll find the gift "He" wants
here. Don't delay! Come in today.

A warm compliment.
Snug fitting sleeveless sweater in 100
per cent all wool.

le,ather
Haasome
jacket designed for a
comfortable outdoor

Gloved in warmth and
Genuine
smartness.
pigskins. Fleece lined.

Tie jamboree — conservative patterns and
solids in wools and
rayons.

LOA AT THESE SUGGESTIONS

"Socks appeal" in cottons, lisles and rayo n s . Conservative
patterns and solids.

Smart New Hats for "Him."
These new "toppers" will make
an excellent gift for men and
young men.

SCARFS

SPORTSWEAR

SUSPENDERS

TIE SETS

HOUSE SLEPPERS

MILITARY SETS

Good looking a n d
warm too this 100 per
e,ent all wool coat
sweater.
Comes in
brown, navy, green
and tan.

JACKET
sleeves, oollar and
back contrast with the
monotone front of tbh
warm, boxy jacket.
Shades of blue, brown
and green.
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MAKE FARM READJUSTMENT
services who expect to enter or rePLANS NOW, 1EXPERT SAYS turn to farming. Many other farm
families are contemplating decisWhile any January is a good ions of long-time consequence.
time to plan for the year ahead, Farm incomes generally cannot be
this time plans should extend over expected to stay as high as they
several years, says E. P. Callahan, are now. If the history of World
Extension farm management spec- War I is repeated, however, prices
ialist, U-T College of Agriculture. of farm products may continue
Readjustment problems are not relatively high for a year or two
likely to be solved in a short time. before falling sharply. Farm peoSome of the most critical farm ple should remember this before
readjustment problems
confront becoming too accustomed to curpersons returning from the armed rent prices, he pointed out.

sary in plans for one year ahead
than in plans for the decade ahead.
Judicious use of fertilizer, lime,
good seeds, machinery, etc., in a
good farming system will continue
to be profitable. Spending what it
takes to make high yields and high
production per animal seems wise
in 1946, Callahan states.

share of helping the world to get
back on its feet? Rehabilitation is
not merely helping people. It iS
better than that. It is helping people to help themselves.
Do we want to revert to the
status quo and let the troubles
pile up ahead? Shall we let old
and new misunderstandings breed
the seeds of future wars? Must unsettld problems still fester in the
minds of men? Do we want a truce
only-and war again in another
twenty years?
Do we on the other hand want to
take the long view and plan for
peace and prosperity in our children's time? Will we assure to
them a future free from dangers
and disruptions of war? Are we
willing to put the same energies
and self sacrifice into establishing
the peace that we did in fighting
the war?

tions to the legislature which must RANKIN BLASTS C. 11 .0.
vote them into law before they beAND DEMANDS ACTION
come effective.

A squirrel season from Aug. 1 to Calls On Government To Nor
Oct. 31 instead of the present split
'Wrecking' Of Nation, Would
season, and reduction of the size
Smash Strikes
limit on bass "keepers" from 11
inches to 10 inches, were also voted
by the commission.
"It seems that the time has come
for the Congress and the President
Present
Kentucky
law
does
OURS IS THE DECISION
not
of the United States to call the
perinit game to be kept in food
storage lockers beyond the open hand of the C. I. O. and to let its
By RUTH TAYLOR
leaders know that we are not going
season of the game in question,
As we enter into the season of
to permit them to wreck this counand the commissioners took action
The financial distress through the great
American sport-electry or take over this Government,"
to recorrunend that legally taken
which many farm people went in tioneering
-speeches fly fast and
said Repre.entative Ftankin (D.,
possessed game may be kept in
the early Twenties occurred not furious.
The spellbinding orators
Miss.) Sunday.
lockers 90 days after the season
because farm prices fell. They did of all parties
declaim loudly what
"Congress and the President can
ends.
not go below pre-war levels, but America
must and must not do!
break these strikes in 24 hours by
Concrete Burial Vaull farm people had bceome accustom- Before we praise or denounce
Another law change recommend- enacting into law my bill to insure
ed to higher incomes, and had ined would return to the Division the discharged servicemen the right to
troves Dependabllitz
what they suggest-let us first
creased long-time debts and fixed
$5 which a conservation officer now work without having to join a
search our own souls and decide
' Beautzr '
costs accordingly. A similar prosreceives as a fee from the costs im- union or pay tribute to anyone for
just what we as individuals are
inpect now suggests caution in
permanence
posed by a court upon a game or the privilege of doing so, and to
willing
to
do.
In
the
last
analysis,
Strength
curring debts to be paid over many
The conferences and peace tables fish law violator who is convicted. give the courts the power to enz
it
is
up
to
us.
No
party
or
person
years. It is well now to reduce
can put across a policy for America may settle the bountry lines of na- The commiSsioners were unanimous force the right.
burdensome debts while incomes
without the support of the people tions and may lay dovm the ways in their belief that officers should
"Tolerated Too Long"
are high.
of protecting the downtrodden- not receive the $5 fee.
of America.
"The Administration
tolerated
Thus prospective young farmers
but
unless
the
fee
peoples
of the
Do we want narrow isolationism?
The commissioners voted to re- too long the strikes that cost the
should consider carefully the cost Do
we want America to stay out earth are willing to do their share, quest Gov. Simeon Willis' to auth- lives of untold thousands of Ameriof going into farming for a living. of world politics? If
so, are we to assume the responsibilities of orize a standing reward of $100 for can heroes by slowing dovrn the
Prcies of industrial products are willing
to rearrange our economy to collective security within which information leading to the arrest production of essential war !hatefarm
as
much
as
not likely to drop
cover the needs of this country? weak peoples can learn the diffi- and conviction of fish dynamiters. rials. Now, to permit and encourpric,es and incomes over the next
keep a sufficient standing army cult art of self goverrunent, all the They asked the legislature to pro- age them to paralyze the counh-y,
To
few years. Indications are that
air force to ward off aggres- pronouncements will do no good. vide for a $100 fine for a county and put them on a dole of $25 a
and
farin product prices generally will
mabroad? To be ready to The decision is up to us. What do clerk found guilty of falsifying any week when they are at it, is simsion
fro
Sold Only Thrd.•
stay at wartirne level through 1946.
Funeral Directors..
game and fish license records.
fgiht our own battles without we want? What will we do?
ply unthinkable. It is not a quesof
price
in
reduction
general
No
Made and Serviced by
tion of hungry men begging for
any help? And to fight any new
expected.
New
license
is
recommendations
buy
of
things farmers
wars on.our own soil?
work for a living wage. It is a
DATE CHANGED FOR
th commission:
As continued strong demand and
KATTERJOHN
Freedoms?
the_Four
want
strike of the highest paid workers
we
Do
HUNTING
QUAILS
prices for farm products can
For commercial guides, $5; taxihigh
on earth, who draw many times
Concrete Products
If so, are we willing to give to
dermists, $3, with an annual rebe expected in 1946, a much less
Paducah. Ky.
others the things. we want for ourFrankfort, Ky.-Lowering of the port; rabbit wholesaler, $10; rabbit the pay of an enlisted man in our
conservative policy seerns necesarmed forces or the average inselves? To readjust our way of liv- bag limit on quail to 10 from the
retailer, $1; trapper, $2, plus 5
come of the toiling farmers of this
ing so that all sides have rights in- present 12, and a quail and rabbit
cents for tag trap which will identcountry.
To do our season running from Nov. 20 to
stead of privileges?
ify trap owner; fur buyer, $10; fur
Points to Soldiers
Our Nation-Wide Affiliations
Jan. 10, instead of the present manufacturer or processor, $50.
"We have millions of yotmg men
dates Nov. 10 through Dec. 31, will The commissioners were informed
Enables us to serve familes who have moved to
be recommended to the state legis- that, at the 1944 session of the in our armed forces who are begREPAIR WORK
distant cities
lature which meets in January, the legislature, a law requiring fox ging to get out-now that the war
I am now able to do some
Game and Fish Commission voted hunters to have regular state hunt- is over-and I am sure that htmrepair work on watches and
at its meeting here Mnoday (De- ing licenses was enacted but was dreds or thousands of them would
like to have these jobs. That is
cember 3.)
invite your patronage.
not printed, and they voted to ask
what they understand they were
The commissioners acted to co- the legislature to be sure to make
FULTON, KY.
fighting for, the American way of
R. M. KIRKL.AND
ordinate their own thinking with that law operative ni the future.
life, including the first freedom-Jeweler
ideas on law changes suggested by
AMBULANCE SERVICE
The commission voted to explore that is, the freedom to work for
the
League
of
Kentucky
SportsMAIN S'IRKET
the possibilities of establishing a ther idaily bread without having
Day or Night-Phone 7
men. All of their actions, it is em- wildlfe preserve in the
FULTON
KY.
Murphy to pay tribute for the privilege of
phasized, are only recornmnda- pond area of Western
Kentucky.
wroking."
We handle the Famous BRONZOLEUM Vaults

The
BRONZOLEUM

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

Photographs....
Make Excellent Gifts
Make appointments now for Photographs to be given
during the approaching holidays.

Appointments should be

made for sittings without delay in order to avoid disappointment due to holiday rush.

See or Phone Us Today!

Gardner's Studio
"Photographs Live Forever"
COMMERCIAL A'VENUE

You will find a wide selection of Toys in our Toykutd. Watch for our Special Holiday catalog
which will be mailed out this week end. Just pause a moment and look at these suggestions from
the Was‘ern Auto Toyland:

FULTON, KY.

IF IT CAN BE CLEANED =
WE CAN CLEAN IT!
WE take great pride in our Cleaning and Pressing Service, and we are better eqrsipped now in
our modern, new building to provide even better service thcua in the past.

WE INVITE YOU TO VISIT OUR NEW PLANT
Prompt, Courteous Service
PRESSING DONE WHILE YOU WAIT!

LET US REBLOCK YOUR HAT
AND MAKE IT LOOK LIKE NEW
Alterations and Repairs When Requested

DOLLS! DOLLS! DOLLS!
"Janie" almost real
$5•80
"Virginia" little girl doll $3.73
$2.97
"Sally," baby doll
$1.47
"Peggy" Doll
Kewpie Doll ___________ _ $2..57
$1.16
;Wagon with blocks
98c
Toy Soldier Helmet
$1.06
Fire Truck
Hauling Truck
88c
87c
Oil Tank Truck
Deluxe Easel Blackboard $5.48
Upholstered Rocker _____ $8.65
Doll Bed and Bassinet __ $3.69
Solid Oak Desk Set __
$8.65
Tiny Boat Set
$1.19

CASH AND CARRY

Clown Teeter
$1.76
Paint Set
$2.06
Doll House
$6.37
Doll Swing
$1.27
Swinging Doll Cradle
$3.53
Flat Iron
58c
Bubble Set
49c
Laundry Set
$2.12
Woodette Super Circus $1.96
Vari-Colored Beads
$1.14
Marble Game
$1.45
Revolvirig Play Wheel-____ 88c
Spell-It Board
$1.49
Plastic Planes _____.
$1.05
Pop Out Peg Set
$1.19
Mickey Mouse Pulltoy
56c

CHRISTMAS GIFTS FOR EVERYONE
Large Selections---Hundreds of Gifts
FOR BEST SELECTIONS SHOP EARLY

PHONE No. 4

QUALITY CLEANERS

Dinnette Set
$4.65
Motor Torpedo Boat
98c
Microscope Set
$5.88
Horseshoe Set
$1.47
Dart Game
82c
Quiz Game
$L22
Gun and Holster __________ 98c
Duck Pins
$1.18
Bingo Game
$L03
Cardart, dart game __..__ $1.39
Lone Ranger Outfit
$3.67
Bowling Game
98c
Kneeling Rocking Horse _ $3.66
Dump Truck
$1.96
Playtime Tableware
53c
Lumber Truck
$1.96

Western Auto Associate Store
CHAS. SEVIER, Owner

227 Commercial Ave.

Fulton, Ky.

202 Lake Street

Phone 142

Fulton, Ky.
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man must fight with textbooks,
through the medium of the press,
v:ith the filter and blue print papers of the laboratory, with saniPLIBL.ISHED EVERY FRIDAY
tary packaging. In fact, man must
it with all the millions of
Entered az second class matter June fight
uses to which paper has been adapt118, 1933, at the poet office at Fulton,
ed in its battles for human proKy., under the act of March 3, 1879.
gress.
ManOBITUARIES. Card of Thanks,
Mankind is not licked.
Business Notices and Political Cardi kind will win this battle too. And
charged at the rates specified by that is one reason why it is importadvertising department
ant that mills get all the top quality puplowod they need NOW. It
20
of
radius
rates
iubecription
why the joint recruitment camis
mites of Fulton 31.50.a year. rasefor new woods and mill jobs.
paign
wftere $100 • year.
now being conducted by the pulp
and paper industry and the U. S.
Employment Service must receive
our wholehearted support.
The Fulton County News
J. PAUL BUSHART
Editor and Publisher

[Ts
THE DIGNITY OF MAN
Hiunan rights have not always
been sacrde. There was a time
when life was woefully chealp,
when property rights were all that
mattered.
In ..those Dark Ages men lived
and died with far less -knowledge
fo what tohe rest of the world was
like than a seven year old child
knows today. FeW could read.
Bibles were chained to pulpits for
the exclusive use of the clergy.
And man was chained too—chained to the twin pillars of poverty
and ignorance.
Man has come a long way since
then. His children are entitled ia
a decent education. t is his privilege to share in the responsibilities
of governmnt. he Bible is to be
found in almost every home.
Yet it is through no accident that
man has achieved his present digntiy, Man's freedom is closely bound
to the greater availability of a common commodity—paper.
With the coming ot paper came
man's thirst for knoweldge. Schools
sprang up. The Bible was printed. Newspapers and books followed. Every great invention has its
roots in the wisdom preserved on
paper. Our people are linked into
a single unit in everything from
education to commerce by paper
paperboard and other pulpwood
preducts.
Mankind has won the battle for
human dignity.
But the battle
against poverty, ignorance and disease is scarcely begtm. To win it

r
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ALWAYS IN SEASON

If you are on a reducing diet you
get
can still have ice cfeam. You
fewer calories that way than in
most common desserts.
An ordinary serving of good
quality vanilla ice cream provides
An average size
200 calories.
piece of apple pie supplies 300
calories while certain other kinds
of pie run much higher. An average serving as raspberry sherbet
contains 257 calories. So if you're.
watching your waistline. do.n't
worry about ice ceram, says the National Dairy Council. This food
adds glamour to reducing diets the
year round.
It is also true that ice cream conpromoting
tains many growth
It provides nature's
nutrients.
best proteins and vitamin A. A
number of other vital nutrients of
milk including calcium and phosphorous are provided in the form
of ice cream. Because of its high
palability and excellent food value,
it deserves a place in the menu
planning of all housewives, concludes the National Dairy Council.

Throughout the world tnere is
and
misery, suffering, hunger
death. Countries invaded by Germany and Japan are the hardest

The work of American relief
societies is heavy and urgent. The
work is financed by the help of
Americans through contributions
to the National War Fund. Winning the peace is as unportant as
it was to win the victory. Have
you contributed to the War Fund?
if you have not mail or bring your
contribution to J. R. "Happy"
Hogan. local chairman.

RBCIPE OF THE WEEK

Misses Narie and Gladys Moore
Accurate
visited Mr. and Mrs. Bob Veatch
A meat loaf made juicy and tasty and family Sunday afternoon.
WORKMANSHIP
ty is a good way to use some of the
At Low Cast
beef now plentiful on the market.
We often discover what will do
It takes only one pound of ground by finding out what will not do;
Watches Moshe sad This
Pieces of Ail Kinds lAssassiomeat to serve four people; but ex- and probably he who never made
ly Repaired at Low Cast is—
•nded in this way, it will srve six a mistake never made a discovery.
or even more. Food spcialists at —Samuel Smiles.
ANDREWS
the Kentucky College of AgriculJEWELRY COMPANY
ture and Home Economics suggest
Don't "run through with" energy
this recipe.
in an ill-planned,
step-wasting
TASTY MEAT LOAF
kitchen. Get fewer miles per day
1 pound ground beef
by arranging cooking and serving
1-2 pound ground pork or veal
centers logically.
2 tablespoons chopped onion
1 tablespoon horseradish
REAL ESTATE ma
Raindrops, when they hit the
1-4 teaspoon mustard
AUCTIONEEZ
PUBLIC
pick
of
load
a
running,
up
ground
1 teaspoon salt
topsoil. Slow them to a walk, and
Dash of pepper
OMCE OVElt OTT 14/1110111UX
make them drop their load, with
2 eggs
BANK—PHONIS Q
terra.vs and strip cropping.
1 cup bread crumbs

CHAS. W. BURROW

3-4 cup milk
1-3 cup tomato soup or catsup
Mix the finely ground beef and
pork throughly, then add onion,
horseradish and other seasonings.
Add beaten eggs and crumbs, then
milk and catsup or tomato soup.
Additional tomato soup may be
poured over the top. Bake in a
moderate oven, 350 degrees, for 1
hour.
Menu: Meat loaf, scalloped potatoes, string beans, mined vegetable
salad, corn bread and butter, and
baked pears.

Farm
The Fulton County News
make a nice Christmas Gift.

will

and City Property

List or Buy With Us!

PUBLIC SALE

The News has discussed the pro—TO BE HELD---.
posed unemployment bill before.
Here are two cases of workers that
deserve some thought. A Tennessee man, wife and son from one of
the rural areas went to Detroit and
BEGINNING AT 10:00 A. M.
found good jobs though none cf
them was skilled. They secured
Rain or Shine
small but comfortable living quarters. They were not miserly, they
—At The—
ROCK SPRINGS
lived as well as they ever had and
spent more for entertainment. Yet
Mr. and Mrs. Ehrioore Copelen
when they recently returned home,
and daughter, Mrs. Nora Copelen
they liad a very worthwhile bank
visited Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Green
2 Miles West of McConnell, Tenn.
account, paid a few debts and have
and family Sunday afternoon.
enough left to take care of themI will offer at Public Auction the following deselves in any ordinary emergency. Mr. and Mrs. Fort Dillon visited
Marshal Moore for a while Sunday scribed property:
including a period of idleness.
afternoon.
In the second case, a man, wife
1 Oliver Cultivator, with hoe, disc and scratchers
Mrs. Maud Elliott spent Thursday
and two sons went to Detroit in a
1 No. 3 John Deere Mower
wreck of a car, -found work as did wit.h Mrs. Nina Moore.
1 Two-Horse Turning Plow
the Tennessee people, and with - Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Cash and
1 One-Horse Harrow
overtime made from $700 to $1,- baby visited Elmoore Copelen and
000 per month. When their old family Thursday night.
1 &talus
jobs ended they had just one checqr
Johnnie
Moore
visited
Bob
3 Good Milk Cows
each for resources and owed $1,000 Veatch and family for a while
30 Barrel of Corn
on a big second-hand car for which Wednesday morning.
150 Bales of Grass and Jap Hay
they had agreed to pay $1,750. Now
Mrs. Katherine Irving and Mrs.
if these people are granted the pro- Margaret O'Rear spent
Also some dairy utensils, kitchen furnitwv, mod
Saturday
posed unemployment compensation. night with Misses
Marie and Narie other items too numerous to mention.
they can sit down in their home- and Gladys
Moore.
stead and for half a year draw a
Mrs. Nina Moore is on the sick
fatnily salary at a rate of $5,200
list.
per year. It would be hard to
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Byrd spent
looking
family
for
a
such
imagine
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Herman
work at peacetime wages on a
Elllott and family.
Kentucky farm.

emu

mmi

"in °pm imim

hit.
German invaders stripped
Norway of even the smallest necessities of life. Reports from Norway, for instance. state that when
the Germans stripped Norway of
tools and other essentials arid
found they could not carry all
with them, they went about with
sledge hammers smashing farming
tools, plows, and even lawn mowthe
were
ers. The Japanese
greatest gangsters and thieves the
world has ever seen. They pilfered, plundered. robbed and killed
for no good reason at all .... th.eir
many dastardly deeds were totally unnecessary to wage war.

MONDAY, DECEMBER 17th, 1945

R. L. LeCornu Fartn

JOE FRENCH,Owner

MS.W. BURROW, Auctioneer

111..
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What do ny. see in the woods?

LOOK
HOW MANY CALLS
KENTUCKY MADE THIS Tall

I
I
I
It
I
II..

I

Remember the old saying about the man
who "couldn't see the forest for the trees"?
Lots of people are like that All they see is

products manufactured frmn pulpwood.
They see jobs and wealth. Security for
the workers and prosperity for the entire

trees. Others look at the forest and see it
filled with books, mag,asines, newspaper&
Thew *es the raw materials at many greet

coountmity. And if this forest wealth is
properly harvested, it will increase in
value itt the years to oome.
Idses lobe another look at sus Iwo&

industries which depend on pulpwood,
much as rayon aad plastic& They see ear
tons mod boaau and many dime

Las leek at the trees and see
amides tine lie wines.

Ost This Ad Out
U you know some man getting out of
the service, or out of war work and
looking for•future that offers•good
income and a good life, cot this ad out
and send it to him.
Maybe his big opportuniV lies right
here.
MINX

MM

IMM
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Mm

MM

MM

MM.
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Ametica's jixth
Largrst Indu.stry
Offeis Jobs in the
Woods and at Mills.
Apply any U S.
Employment Service Office
4Cir **
VICTORY
PULPWOOD
CAMPAIGN

J. B. McGhee

J. H. Miller

J. Paul Bushart

J. H. Howard

Don't Waste Precious Time

**

Cut Top Quality Wood

Tolopboas Toimmy points out,Isittuckions did a whale of a lot of talking from
January through November of this year.
Fact is, more local and long distance calls
ware made than in any other similar period
in the entire history of the telephone in
Kentucky.
We wish you could have seen the rush
of these calls through our telephone exchanges. They made the signal lights
dance across our switchboards with such
speed and sparkle as to tum the lights on
'
Broadway green with envy.
You might have felt that with so many
calls being handled, the telephone folks
were making money because of the war.
The best way for Telephonevtommy to
prove the company did not profit by the

war is to tell you tide striallag fast. Axe
that is "telephone earnings in 1943 will'
be the lowest in dirt,enomany's blistery,.
except for the worst of the depression
years".
This is because onr expenses—wages,
taxes, cost of materials, cost of services-in
d 'at a greater rate than our
revenues.
Telephone people, however. were glad.
to be busy handling Kentuclry's calls. They
were not concerned primarily with fignres.
Instead these 3,326 busy Kentuckians were
concerned with service--getting your calls
through and seeing that lines were kept in
order. They knew their job was to serve
you well and with a pleasant "thank you".
J. M. McALISTER, Kentucky Manager

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
INCORPOIATIO

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
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Gifts Galore
at the

4M"

Christmas Store
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OUR HOLIDAY

SPECIAL
THIS
WEEK
Featuring the well known & popular PACKARD ELECTRIC
RAZOR. Nationally advertised and sold at ;15.00.

Our Special This Week ONIY.....$12,95

D'adkaaarkikaaplaairailai

SILVERWARE
Makes An Excelknt Gift
V de24-Piece Silverware Set $9.95
2,4-Piece Silverware Set,
guaranteed 10 years _ __$12.95
24-Piece Silverware Set,
made of stainless steel,
bone handles. Only _ _ $19.95

BeautifulMirrors
Made of best quality plate
glass. Priced from$9.50 to $25.95
and

A

IntleAtitatitiklatlat)1703411

Full Line of Pyrex Ware!

Pyrex Flame Ware

I

Comb and Brush
and Vanity Sets

Brush, Comb and Mirror Set,
very good quality _ . _____$4.95
Comb and Brush Set .. ____$1.25
Brush and Comb Set,
5 pieces __
Fire King Roster _
Vanity Sets
_$3.95 to $5.95
sissimsupsivpcipegunpopingiversorgionninemippeoppropecipaseresswessiosgs
LAMPS OF EVERY
TOP FLIGHT BRIDGE SET
DINNERWARE FOR
DESCRIPTION
CHRISTMAS
Sturdy quality folding table,
Floor Lamps __$14.95 to $19.95
with four folding chairs. Reg32-Piece Dinnerware Set, servTable Lamps __$5.95 to $17.95
ular price $34.95 Our
ice for six, only _ __..__$5.95
special
$19.95
GOOD LINE OF COFFEE53-Piece Dinnerware
Our Loss, your gain.
MAKERS
Set
$19.95 to $22.95
COCOA DOOR MATS
$3.75 to $4-25
Cory
Fountain Pen and Ash Tray
Made in India. First since the
Magic-Flo Percolator,
set
_ _ _
war
_
$2.25
8 cup size $4-25
Cigarette Cases _
Desk Set, including Lamp,
50c to $1.50
Silex Coffeemaker,
Fountain
Pen _ _
7 cup size, only _ _
$2.75
___$5.95
Cigarett,e Lighters _ _59c t,o 89c
COOKIE JARS, beautiful
Pen
and
Pencil
Set,
including
Conklin Fountain Pens __$2.75
hand-painted and decorated
fountain pen and mechanical
Mechanical Pencils _ _..__95c
jars. Regular price $1.00.
pencil in a desk set _ _ _43.25
Special
89c
Aluminum Stewers, in 1 1-2
Double Edge Safety Razors,
Picture Frames, various sizes.
quart, 2 quart and 3 quart size.
complete with package of
OPA appreyed price.
Priced from ____..$1.00 to $2.50
blades _
49c
Four nice pieces, special_$2.45
Pyrex Roaster with cover.
Suitable for roasting a good
size chicken or duck_______$2.25

•
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HOLIDAY
RECORDS

Billfolds, ladies or
gents _ -

popu

semi - classical,
es AI hillbilly

RUM

ew records ar-

riyliirarrete time. Come la
and see Mrs.

to OM

Pocket Knives, with two
blades
$L50

Coil Nitta, _ _ ___..____.._75e
,
Men's Traveling Sets, consists
of eight pieces in leather
zipper case _ _

SMOWN-0.-firAND.
An outstandring' value In
smoker, made of all metal,
durable
$1.25

Scout Knives, heavy duty, in
leather scabbard
$4.95

Other Smoking
Stands .. _ _ ____$1.95 ot $12.95

REMEMBER-We have a good stock of Farm Radio Batteries, the A and B Pack, and an experienced radio
repairman to take care of your troubles.

FULTON ELECTRIC & FURNITUREN,C1:7,
319-323 WALNUT STREET

ritlatleatlitaVATAXIMOWitlitrat

ERNEST LOWE, Manager

PHONE 100

THE FULTON t t),

FULTON, KENTUCKY

•
The well-bred, well-fed, wellCotton must be produced more
cheaply to stay "in the money" housed hen will lay up treasure
for her owner.
economists say.

=ROPE
1 GET

a

United Nations Relief and Rehabili- tion in support of the Collection
Y PLANS NOW FOR
LAYERS NEXT YEAR tation Adrninistration in one great It directed the more than 75 war
national clothing appeal has prov- relief agencies registered with the
Poultry operations for next year en beyond any doubt the value and Board or subjct to its jurisdiction
.hould. be planned in December, efficiency of the united endeavor." not to "initiate or carry out any
Mr. Kaiser also made public a national or local public campaign
:ays A. J. Chadwell, Extension
poultry specialist, U-T College of strong endorsement of the Victory to collect clothing for war relief
Agriculture, who points out six Clothing Collection by the Ameri- purposes between the dates of Doe.
steps that should be taken in this can Council of Voluntary Agencies 15 and Feb. 15, except in collaborafor Foreign Service, of which Dr. tion with and for the benefit of the
month. They are:
First, oecicte the number of Joseph P. Chamberlain is chair- Victory Clothing Collection."
440THE trouble well ha;zing such
man. This endorsement urged its
all-fired modern family chicks to brood; second, determine
A an
Mr. Kaiser reported that 7,797
58 member agencies to make the
will
needed,
be
equipment
what
and trying to keep up with them,"
communities throughout America
consolitruly
a
Colletion
Victory
third,
what
bought;
be
must
and
Alice told herself as she looked
are already organizing local clotharound the hotel dining room on determine source of baby chicks dated effort, and to abstain from ing drives under the direction of
from
Christmas Day, "is that modernism and equipment; fourth, the time to any competing collection
the 3,514 men and women who
and Christmas just don't go to- start the chicks; fifth, contact the Dec. 15, 1945 to Feb. 15, 1946.
have so far accepted appointment
gether."
from
The statement issued by the as local chairmen.
Her face felt as stiff as a hard. hatcheryman or breeders
Control
Relief
War
President's
to
are
bought;
chicks
be
whom
ened jelly mold from holding the
smile she was determined not to re- sixth, place order for chicks to be Board approved the plan for the
Thought for the winter: the biglax, and internally she was positive- delviered on or about the date they Victory Clothing Collection and
ly wound up from the effort to emu- are wanted.
recommended full use of all com- ger the manure pile the smaller the
late the -rest of the gay, noisy people
The number of chicks to buy munity facilities throughout the na- fertilizer bill.
who were ,here instead of being at
home where Alice thought they will depend upon the brooding
should be on that day above all oth- equipment that will be available,
ers that has made your own fireside and the number of pullets wanted
It's Time To Start Thinking About Your
the place you most like to be.
for next year's laying flocks. If
While they waited for the entree straight run chicks are bought
she and William were alone, sitting
(pullets and cockerels) it is adat opposite ends of the long table
watching their children dance. Eacl" yisable to bny 300 chicks in order
one had been permitted a guest of to have 100 choice pullets at mahis own -age, but Alice's eyes were turity. If sexed chicks are bought,
focused on her tall, dark-haired Bill the number can be reduced by 90
and his slim, golden-haired girl, pecent.
Rosemary. Bill would soon be
The best time to start baby
eighteen, that was why he fixed hez
chicks for flock replacement will
attention.
William came over and sat be- vary somewhat, depending on the
side her. "Happy, Alice?" he said, kind of brooding equipment availand covered her hand with his.
able, and the market outlet for
She returned his smile. After all, eggs. February is probably the
this spree was ,osting enough tc
have bought three or four turkeys best month for the majority of
for home consumption. "You were flock owners. March is second in
right, dear," she said. "The young- choice.
sters love it."
It pays to buy chicks from a
"Rosemary told me this is the one hatchtryman or breeder who does
orchestra of all on the air that she'd
a thorough job of selecting and
choose to see," he said proudly
"It's a holy wonder her folks woule pullorum testing of the flocks from
let her out of the house on Christ- which he expects to get hatching
We shall be pleased to serve you and invite you
mas Day."
eggs. Buying from a nearby breed"The Custers are pretty old-fash er is advisable, as long-distance
visit our store for your needs. Many staple
to
ioned people," said Alice, feeling shipping is not best. _Orders should
food items, fresh meats, fruits, nuts, are here
that she was complimenting the
bc placed early enough to inure
girl's family.
for the holiday meals.
"We're good for the Custers," delivery when the chicks are
December is not too
said William. "They need stirring wanted.
up. It's a fine thing for Rosie to get early to place an order for chicks.
world."
the
of
bit
a
see
and
out
Early ordering applies also to
"They're having their Christmas
Phone 75 or 76
Fourth Street
Chadwell says. Some turdinner tonight," said Alice. "Mrs. turkeys,
!
book
already
have
hatcheries
key
ed orders for all the turky poults
they can produce during the 1946
hatching season. The most desirable dates for starting turkey
poults are April through the first
half of May.

Holiday Foods

THE GIFT EVERY
WOMAN LOVES
TO RECEIVE
Every woman hopes she'll find a beautiful pair of slippers under her Christmas tree.
We have a large assortment of tailored, fluffy,
and cuddly-warm slippers to please the feminine
hearts on your Chsistmas list

SAWYER'S - MARKET

FRY SHOE STORE
Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.

Make
MILK a
PART OF
YOUR
PICNIC

e.'01Var-

How kids love picnics! And how they
love to discover the
goodies mother's
packed in the basket.
Just watch them
smile when they see
that thermos filled
with our creamy,rich
milk. The most delicious and refreshing picnic beverage!

FULTON
Pure Milk Co.

VVAR STRICKEN
PEOPLE SUFFERING:
NEED MORE CLOTHING
New York.—The President's War
Relief Control Board has called'
relief
u.pon all overseas war
!agencies in America to support the !
Victory Clothing Collection on be- !
half of UNRRA in one united !
nation-wide endeavor to collect !
clothing that is desperately needed !
in bombed-out lands, it was an"Happy, Alice?" he asked.
nounced today by Henry J. Kaiser,
the Victory
Custer has invited Bill before th( national chairman of
Clothing Collection, scheduled for
young people go to the dance."
"Come on, Alice, let's show thesc Jan. 7-31.
kids what for." In spite of the crowd. In making public the Board's !
William covered the ground as ht directive, Mr. Kaiser stated that it
had in college when she fell in love was in line with a recommendation
with him. She was glad that she had of President Truman who called
managed to have her hair done Sat
clothing drive imperaurday. The gardenias the childrer the January
had given her to wear to church yes. tive and who declared, "The uniterday were still fresh. She'd lel versal response last spring, when
Sister wear them tonight if her date all groups coneerened with probdidn't crash through. Bill had be. lems of war relief joined with the
Sis fifty cents he wouldn't.
The orchestxa tnelted into "White
artstrnas,". and young BM tappee
W. W. Jones & Sons
-kis father on the shoulder. "Mom':
Funeral Home
favorite, Dad. Let's-change." ,
Alice said, "You dance almost at
Phone 991
Unlversity
i29
-.well as your Dad."
MARTIN, TENN.
"Look at him, will you?" sais
A Distinctive Service Well
Bill. "Quite the old boy."
Within Your Means
BefOre long everyone was helping
Bill and Sister dress for the dance.
•-"
Bill lost his wager, and whistled
over the red roses that were just
right on the turquoise blue of Sis
ter's frock.
She said Bill looked simply gor
geous in his tuxedo and when
father saw him he said, "Too bad
they don't wear 'em in the army,
—for—
son."
They heard Bill call Rosemary't
number on the phone downstairs
and then he closed the door for pri
racy. "Wouldn't you think," sak
Sister, "he'd give the poor girl I
chance to take a bath? I bet she
gets good and sick of him."
Suddenly Alice remembered a cat
Idle had forgotten to make about the
baskets the church distributed yes
terday. She flew to the upstairs'
extension, and when she heard Bill
talking in leisurely fashion, she
ned her mouth to say, as she Cash and Carry Service
en did when necessary, "Hang up,
you two. I need the phone."
—Your Patronage Is AlBut she didn't say those words oi
any others. She listened a few ono.
ways Appreciated.
ments and her eyes filled with tears.
The disappointment and hurt at
the way her family had preferred te
spend their Christmas vanished as
her very best Christmas present of
1945 was received on the wire.
"Heck no," Bill was saying. "I
can hardly wait for an old-fash.
loned Christmas dinner. That hote;
business was all Dad's idea SO
Mom wouldn't have to cook and
waah dishes all day. None of us liked
tt at all. Mom had a good time
Phone Li
hough."

(ALL US

DRY(LEANING
LAUNDRY SERVICE

ir

Nothing could make a lovelier Gift at Christ.mas
than a gift of Jewelry from this store. We have a
fine selection of Jewelry and other nice gift items
that will make your search easier. We invite you
to visit our store and make your selections now.

Use Our Convenient Lay-Away Plan

PARISIAN
LAUNDRY-CLEANERS

Main Street

Fulton, Ky-
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There is always good demand for
Water, being as cheap as it
A record crop of 226,000,000
quality dairy products.
pounds of honey in 1945 shows the should be supplied adequately t
A cold, draft-filled house is no busy little bee is pulling for us to producers of our best foods, mil,.
place for hens to "lay arotmd."
and eggs.
overcome the sugar shortage.

DRY LUMBER FOR YOUR KITCHEN CABINETS
CABINET HARDWARE
CHROME TRIMMINGS FOR CABINETS

the bignailer the

you
iple
iere

r 76

We now have all kinds of lumber and building materiSls, aad shall be
pleased to figure with you on your next repair, remodeling or building
project. Telephone 3592, Clinton, Ky.

ClintontumberCo.
Clinton, Kentucky

Jefferson Street

case of rheumatiz. It is as effec- COUNTY HAS HUGE JOB
AHEAD ON HOME FRONT
tive as a horsechestnut ("buckeye")
carried around in the pocket. Spittle rubbed on the eye affected with
More than $374,000 is expected
cOME MORE HOME REMEDIES a stye is also magic. and slightly to be spent during the next five
magic years by Fulton County home
Yesterday I wore all day a small messy, too. If ou prefer a
e4le of radium on my back to formally to rid yourself of this owners on remodeling and repaia-discourage a mole that is a little troublesolne type of infection, go work.
The year 1946 promises to 'intoo big to be removed by caustic or to where two or more roads meet
augurate one of the greatest eras
the electric needle. And all day and chant this rhyme:
"Stye,. stye, leave my eye
in American history for home reI remembered how many home
And take to the next on pass- pairs and modernization, accordremedies must have been tride on
ing to estimates released by tie
just such unwanted growths. Prob- ing by."
Why do people suffer endless Tile Council of America. "Yew
ably if I had never left Fidelity, I
developments will contribute mare
might have been wearing some- pain when relief is so easy?
Years ago, when I was teaching to employment and general prosthing much longer than the eight
hours of radium on my back. And, in a rural community, the man in perity in any community," accordsince many of my moles have dis- whose home I boarded took a ing to R. E. Jordan, chairman of
appeared without benefit of doc- severe case of cramps (cramp the Cotmcil's Residential Constructors, the mole might have gone colic.") One of his boys was dis- tion Committee.
Because of lack of materials and
away and been recorded as anoth- patched to the near-by town for
er triumph for the traditional the doctor. Meanwhile the man manpower during the war, majorremedy. All my life moles have grew wors and let out groans that ity of the count'y 4,205 dwelling
mysteriously appeared on my skin, were earth-shaking. Finally he units are in need of some kind of
many of them to be troublesome requested his wife to grate some repair or remodeling work. Kitchuntil burned off; others have gone dired Indian turnip roots and make en improvements and modernizaaway quite as mysteriously as a tea for him. So said, so done. I tion of bathrooms, installation of
they come. Maybe it was moles and do not remember what the doctor tiled showers and in some homes
warts like the latter ones that yield- said when he got there, but the addition of a second bath top the
ed so readily to the rmedies that grated root, mixed with sugar, hot nation's list of most wanted major
water. and whiskey, had some- improvements, Jordan said.
everybody used to cherish.
what soothed the aching man and
Outside paint jobs are needed
Now I might have covered this his groans less disturbing.
It
offnding mole with the milk from would have been funny to know on mor ethan 50 per cent of homes,
milkweed for days and days. I what the doctor thought and fun- and addition of rooms and conmight have picked it until it bled, nier to hear a comment on this by struction of porches also rank
rubbed a grain of corn on the a pharmacist. It is barely possi- high in remodeling plans, accordblood, and then fed the corn to a ble that some folk remedy, prob- ing to the report. New roofing
by
chicken. I might have rubbed the ably not Indian turnip, was the and heating plants are requireck
mole with a stolen dishrag and then basis for the standard prescription many dwellings.
Home owners in Kentucky- will
buried the rag, secretly, of course, that the doctor gave by landlord.
in an ashhopper. Better still, I And that reminds me: I do not spend an estimated $64,000,000 and
might have gone to someone whose know yet whether burdock bitters those of the nation more than $5,specialty is removing warts and should be regarded as pure quack- 500,000.000 for major repairs alone
in the next five years, according to
moles by rubbing them and, saying ery. Maybe so, maybe not.
Jordan. Ample funds, at low incertain magic spells over them.
terest charges, are available for
One of my students, Mr. E. E. FenFarm families who produce their such work through commercia/
tress, found more than forty cures
will have less banks, savings and loan associafor moles and warts in Grayson own supply of meat,
tions, credit unions and mutual
Evidently there trouble in making ends meet.
County alone.
The sooner farm machine parts savings banlcs, he pointed out
should be few of these offensive
excrescenses if people only had are ordered, the sooner broken
•Subscribe Now for THE NEWS!
machines can be repaired.
faith.

•TIDBITS.
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PLYWOODS OF ALL KINDS

LION, KENTUCKY

the
Fetched-on medicines at
drugstore, probably not much more
effective than homespun remedies,
have all but routed the folk pharmWhere is poke-berry
acopoeia.
juice for sore mouth? How do people cure toe itch now without having homcspun yarn threads to tie
around the sore toe? It must have
been years since I have heard of
cane leaves soakd in water for
poultices or mussel shells powdered as a coating for burns. I can
still remember the hmte-made
ginecough syrup we-used; honeyr,
gar, black pepper, all boiled together. A swallow of that would
bring tears to a statue. A horseshoe nail made into a ring and
worn on the little finger has cured
(pronounced "cyored") many a

LOWE'S NEW CAFE
After completely remodeling we are now open,
and prepared to serve you.

YOUR PATRONAGE APPRECIATED

Now In Stock—

18871/01ff

Brand New Motors
"NOT REBUILT—BUT FACTORY BUILT"
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Better than anything you can purchase for Christmas gift giving is
one of our Gift Certificates. Put "someone" on your Christmas list on
our priority list for one of these newest electrical items. A gift for the
future is the best gift of all.
Come in and see the floor models.
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Hotpoint Refrigerators
Phileo Refrigerators
Hotpoint Electric Range
Maytag Washer
Bendix Home Laundry

For••-

We are delivering some of these new electrical items now, and as
fast as new shipments are received we will make delivery on others.

We Have A Nice Selection of Gifts For the Home
TABLES — MIRRORS — PICTUR ES — SEWING CABINETS —
CHAIRS OF MANY DESCRIPTIO NS — FLOOR AND TABLE
LAMPS — HASSOCKS — MAGAZINE ,RACKS — SOME NICE TOYS
AND MANY OTHER GIFTS

Bennett Electric
Main Street

Phone 201

Engineered and built by Chrysler Corp.
Built to latest precision standards
All new precision made parts
Factory engineered and inspected
Assembled and block tested at factory

Fulton, Ky.

Plymouths
Dodge
DeSoto
Chrysler
Dodge Job Rated Truclks

Let us install one for you and make
your Car Drive Like NEW.

Little Motor Co.
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self or its neighbors. Sooner than
later the American people must
understand that anti_Semitism is
the beginning of hatred which
sweeps all civilization before it. It
is the enemy of Christianity—the
Plainly
betrayer of democracy.
stated, this means that we who be_
lieve in Christianity—and in demo_
cracy as the best political expression ot it yet devised—know what
our duty is. Our duty is to defend
the Jews against the haters of
mankind. Our duty- is to destroy
anti-Semitism in America

THE COMMON DEFENSE

Sunday guests of JJ. C. Foster urday and Sunday.
The Saturday evening service I ning.
'Ind wife were, Mrs. Fred Bnenett, There was one addition to the was well attended, and hearts were
Miss Nell Bennett, and Mr. and Mrs. Church.
uplifted by the sermon of the esve- •Subscribe Now for TI1E NEWS!
Norman Bennett fo Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs HeckBennett spent XtetCMCVCCMCMCMCWWWMCVIVeteltrn tettlVVVVVOICV
Sunday with C. D. Williams and
wife.
C. D. Neey land wife moved to
their new home 1-2 mile north of
Riceville.

Dr. Robert Ley, high-ranking
Nazi who recently committed suicide, left a last testament to the
German people. Saying that he
was one of the men responsible for
the road Germany took in 'Hitlerian days, he addgd that, in his cell,
he had been torturing himself to
find the cause for his country's
downfall. Confident that he had
UNION CHURCH NOTES
found the answer to his inquiry, he
wrote, "We have forsaken God, and
There will be an All-Day Service
therefore we were forsaken by
•
at Union, Sunday, December 16.
volition
human
our
GocL We 'put
The Sunday School will be conin the place of His godly grace. In
FULTON ROUTE 3
ducted by Mr. J. H. Powell, beginanti-Semitism we violated a basic
ning promptly at 9:45 o'clock. The
eonunandment of His creation."
Colds, sore throats, and butcher- Rev. E, T, Shauf will deliver the
Yet, on the same day that Ley's ing continues and Christmas is gett- morning sermon at
eleven o'clock.
New
tistantent was published, the
ing close each day. In case we old- Lunch will be served at the noon
York Times correspondent in War- sters don't get through in time for hour.
saw, Mr. Gladwin Hill, wrote that shopping please tell old Santa to
The Ladies Missionary Society
anti_Semitism was being revived look us up--won't you?
assisted by the Sunday school is
re_
Jews
80,000
Only
Poland.
in
Those on the sick list at present sponsoring a Christmas program in
main in Poland, according to Mr. are Mrs. Alvin Foster, Mrs. T. W.
the afternoon which will consist of
Once,
Warsaw
fill—only 5,000 in
'Weems and Carl Foster. These
before the war, 3,500,000 Jews folks have the flu, and are quite a Devotional. Special music in
piano solos and songs, and a pIaylived in Poland-350,000 in War_ sick.
let by the "Junior Class." A full
!taw_ Among the 80,000 surviVors
ent o house--is the goal set for this
E. C. Lowly and wife
:ire 5,000 ehildren--most of them Bethel Church Sunday, and Mrs.
You
are
program.
Christmas
educaorfamilies,
homes,
without
G. L. Foster had dinner with them: .cordially invited to enjoy a day of
tion_ 'Thirty or 40 per cent of the
B. H. Lowry and wif visited her rest and gladness with your friends.
,,etunger people have tuberculosis," mother, Mrs. Owen Jackson in
2dr. Hill declared, "the rate 'is even Clinton Saturday night and Sunday. On the second Sunday Union
Church was, filled to overflowing
highr among the old people."
Mrs. Jackson has been quite sick,
with friends who gathered for the
It is against this pitiful remnant'but is some better.
Moss
..f the war's devastation that antiMarion Jones and family are mov- funeral service of Mr. Joe
Semitism is being revived in Po- ing to J. T. Hedge's farm, the Jesse who passed -away Friday morning
at the home of his daughter, Mr.
'iand--and on the basis of the same Hedge place.
Louis,
false charges that Hitler employBety Lou Foster spnt the week and Mrs. Arch Stennis, St.
The Rev. Bob Covington,
ed to gain the power with which, end with her parents and brother, Mo.
pastor of Liberty where Mr. Moss
later, to attack Poland itself. So Jack Smith.
blind are certain elemtnts that Mr. Those who had dinner with P. J. held his membership. held the
Hill can report that "educated Gen- Brann, wife and Mrs. G. W. Brann service.
A large crowd attended the
. blandly retail ghastly Thursday were, Mrs. Bettie Willie;
tiles .
'jokes' about Jews assembled for Mrs. Grady Walters and children, Church service on the first Sunday.
deportation."
of Dresden, Mr. and Mrs. Heck Brother Shauf preached a powerful sermon that day.
Mrs. Shauf
In the light of Ley's belated con- 1 Bennett, Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Lowry,
and Mrs. J. R. Powell sang ."Kod
fission that anti-Semitism is a Mr. and Mrs. Dean Williams, ElWill Take Care of You.''
sin against God, this indeed makes mer Cannon and daughter, Miss
If you want to hear a young
and
Foster
C.
throws
J.
it
and
For
Jean Cannon
illuminating reading.
minister read his siripture, take his
into sharp relief the religious pov- wife.
preach
Mr, and Mrs. J. R. Harrison of text and close the Bible, and
est, and the intellectual opaquea sermon that is helpful to all, withness of the "educated Gentiles" in Cane Creek vkinity, visited Mr.
the Rev.
and Mrs. E. C. Lowry Wednseday. out a note, come to hear
miestion.
E. T. Shauf Saturday c!evening at
and
Kindred,
Earl
the
fo
Mrs.
and
Mr.
people
the
later
or
Sooner
seven o'clock, or Sunday morning
world are going to have to realize Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Foster, wnet to
at eleven, every first and third Satthat hate--always blind and de- Hopkinsville Monday of last week
structive--makes it impsssible for after a load of Burley tobacco mona nation to live at peace with it- ey and they got it, too.
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Diamonds always make excellent gifts . . . . she will fo,rever cherish the
diamond you gave her this Christmas, Diamonds, with;_ their sparkling
1)eauty will express to her your love and admiration Croose her diamond
fro our fine selection.

You Will Find Many Fine Gifts
of Jewelry At Andrews
Shop Now, and lay--away for later delivery- just before Christmas Eve.
Come in and let us show you our diamonds, engagement rings, initial
rings, birthstone rings, dinner rings, watches and many other appropriate
gift items of jewelry.

Andrews Jewelry Co.
Church Street

Fulton, Ky.
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A
NEW SET OF

k4

PLEASE
make only necessaiy
Long Distance calls
this Christmas
-rdk

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
INCORPORATED

KVENING IN PARIS SETS

COMB-BRUSH SETS

PIAX-FACTOR MAKE-UP
SETS

CORY COFFEE MAILERS
TOILET SETS

SAFETY RAZORS

CUTEK SETS

PEN DESK SETS

THERMOS BOTTLES

1P'OUNTAIN PENS

MILITARY SETS

CIGARETTE LIGHTERS

COMPACTS

PIPES

MANICURE SETS

TOBACCOS

CIGARETTE HOLDERS

SHAVING SETS

BATH SPRAYS

BILL FOLDS

WRISTLEY'S SOAP

STATIONERY

LUNCH KIT

FACE POWDERS

CHRISTMAS CARDS

TRAVELING SETS

MONOGRAM SHAVPIG SETS

TIRES.
FOR
THE

CAR
4 irftv-f

Keep Your Car
Running and
Looking Like
New!
YOU WILL ALWAYS FIND OUR AUTO
STORE FILLED WIT'PARTS AND AC
CESSORIES FOR ALL MAKES OF CAR
AND TRUCKS.

We Have Served The Ken-Tenn Territory
For Over 20 Years.
When you think of AUTO PARTS think of JONES!

NEW OWL DRUG STORE
HUNDREDS OF GIFTS IN GOOD TASTE
Lake Street

Phone 460

We Deliver

In Our New Building--Old Meadows Block 212 Church St. Phones 350-351 Fulton,
201-30414-21-ZeZaaaraltaiki24700000414AD42.067,444100.4004-740.4Alaailiablitlit7Parkat700001

